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Standards To Be Highest In State

Board RaisesOut-Of-State
Admission Requirements

CENTER IS OPENED — The Murray State University Student Ccnerninent association president, Terry Clark (with
scissors), and three others who held that position each cut part of the ribbon to officially open the school's University Center during a ceremony Saturday. Looking on as Clark makes the last cut in the ribbon are (from left) MSU
president Constantine W. Curris, Tim Langford, Steve Bourne (not shown)and Mack Bushart. See related photos on
Page 9.

YAG Offers 'Living Valentines
You can say it with flowers, let a card
do the talking for you or give chocolates
which will be forgotten but, alas, not
completely gone.
But this year, the Young Actors Guild
YAG ) of Murray is offering area
residents a chance to send the most
memorable and remarkable gift of all
this Feb. 14— a "Living Valentine."
All day, guild members will deliver to

Willis 0. Colson
Announces Candidacy
For Magistrate
Willis Odell Colson announces his
candidacy for Calloway County
magistrate of District One.
Colson, who was reared on the east
side of Calloway County, graduated

Willis Odell Colson
)
from Faxon High School in 1946 and
from Mid-Continent Bible College in
Mayfield in 1976.. He worked for 33
years at the Tappan Co. and lives on
Route 2, Murray.
He is Married to the forrrier Willa
Dean Short and .they have three
children — Sharon Childress. Ginger
Norsworthy and Luana Colson. They attend the Flint Baptist Church.

the door a special reading or humorous
dramatization tailored for loved ones
and special friends. The costumed actors and actresses perform the scene in
person and leave the surprised valentine with a bouquet of helium-filled
balloons. Several 'options are open to
the sender.
The choices include a serious valentine for lovers, a funny valentine, a
rude valentine for friends and the kiss,
which requires the sender and the
receiver to be in attendance.
Members of the YAG will be taking
orders at the depot in the MurrayCalloway County Park and by phole.
759-1752, from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 Feb. 1113. Payments must be made in ad-

vance.
"Living Valentines," which cost $5,
and a bouquet of balloons will be
delivered anywhere in the city. When
placing orders, senders are asked to
provide the name, address and
telephone number of the receiver as
well as the time the valentine should be
sent. Those wishing to buy only a bouquet of balloons may do so on Valentine's Day from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the
depot.
All proceeds go to the YAG.which is a
service organization of the Community
Theatre. Membership in the guild is
open to high school age people interested in theatre education and entertainment.

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
The Murray State University Board
of Regents approved a proposal Saturday afternOon raising admission requirements for out-of-state students
and making them the highest in the
state.
The tightened standards, which were
recommended by the university's president, Dr. Constantine W. Curris, would
require out-of-state students to.
graduate in the top third, or 33 percent.,
of their high school class, or make a
composite standard score of 20 or above
on the American College Test ( ACT ) or
the equivalent on the Scholastic Aptitute Test SAT).(
Currently, out-of-State students are
required to graduate in the upper half,
or 50 percent, of their high school class
and score 18 or above on the ACT test Or
the equivalent on the SAT.
The action is subject to approval by
the Kentucky Council on Higher Education. If approved, the new standards
would become effective for the second
semester of the 1981182 academic year.
Students anticipating being enrolled or
entering this fall would not be affected
by the change.
Curris pointed out that the move
would "minimize the need for increased developmental education pcograms." •
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president
for academic programs, said the proposed standards would regulate the
ratio of in-state to out-of-state students
by ability rather than by date of application. -.
"This action will make Murray
State's admission requirements
significantly higher than most public
institutions in the-nation as a whole."
Butwell said.
Murray. State has an "open adniissions policy" for graduates of accredited Kentucky high schools.
In other action, the board authorized
Chairman Ron Christopher to enter into
a formal agreemerg with the National

Mrs. Dwyer Detained In Iran
After Problem With Exit Papers
By The Associated Press
Cynthia B. Dwyer, the American
writer convicted of spying on Iran and
ordered deported, was detained in Iran
today after a problem with her exit
papers delayed her departure, the U.S.
State Department said today.
Western reporters in Tehran reported
that Mrs. Dwyer had boarded an
Iranair flight for Vienna, Austria. But
in Washington, State Department
spokeswoman Sue Pittman said, "We
have been informed by the Swiss that
she has not left, she is apparently still
at the airport."

without Mrs. Dwyer because of "some
problems with her papers." Spokesman
Othrnar Uhl said, "our people are now
trying to straighten things out at
Tehran airport and they hope to be able
to put her on the next plane.•• He said he
did not know when she might leave
Iran.
The 49-year-old Mrs. Dwyer, who
went to Iran to write about Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's revolution and
spent nine months in jail, was convicted
by a Revolutionary Court Sunday and
sentenced to the time she had already
served.

The spokeswoman said "there is apparently some problem in her exit
papers and she is still being detained
there." There was no indication when
the problem would be settled. the State
Department said.

Western reporters in Tehran said a
black Mercedes limousine with bulletproof glass took Mrs. Dwyer to
Mehrabad Airport as the noon Iranair •
flight was warming up and she was
smiling as she ran to the plane. But the
Swiss, who represent U.S. interests in
Iran, reported to Washington that a problem arose over her documents.

In the Swiss capital, a Swiss Foreign
Ministry spokesman said the flight left

Iranian Revolutionary Guards confiscated all film that Western news
photographers took at the airport.
Mrs. Dwyer had been scheduled to fly
to Vienna and her husband, John, said
she would would make arrangements
for her flight to New York.
A spokesman for the embassy said
the State Department had sent funds to
pay her plane fare.
"I feel tremendous, grateful, thrilled,
relieved. My children are elated," said
Dwyer, who is chairman of the English
liepartment at Buffalo, N.Y., State Col-

lege.
He said he and their three children
would go from their home in a Buffalo
suburb to New York City this afternoon
to await her arrival.
Mrs. Dwyer's mother, 77-year-old
Mildred Brown of Horatio, Ark.; said
she felt "grateful to the Iranians for letting her come home."She said she was
surprised at her daughter's "early"
release.
The Amherst, N.Y., woman was arrested May 5 in her Tehran hotel room
10 days after the abortive U.S. military
attempt to rescue the . 53 Americans
held hostage in Tehran.
Mrs. Dwyer's husband said she was
sympathic to the Iranian people and'
their revolution and went to Tehran last
April to gather information for articles •
she hoped to sell.
A Tehran newspaper account last
week of the first session of her trial said
members of the Iranian Revolutionary
Guards enlisted her in a fictitious plot
to rescue some of the hostages, and the
prosecutor charged that she agreed to
try to get the plotters arms and a radio
from the United States. But the account
said she told the court she heard no request for arms and thought the radio
was to be used to warn against another
military rescue.
However, her husband said she
agreed to pass along the purported
rescuers' plans to the U.S. government
and relayed them in a telephone call to
a Washington journalist two days
before her arrest.

Boy Scouts of America to house the Boy
Scout National Museum on the Murray
State campus.
Curris said Murray State's attorney,
James 0. Overby, is.presently working
on the agreement to locate the museum
in the former laboratory school
building.
Dr. Moses Mel) Koch, 60, was named as the dean of the College of Human
Development and Learning and professor of educational administration effective March 1. Koch's annual salary
will be $40,000.
Koch', who holds degrees from the
University of Wisconsin, Columbia and
the University of Maryland, has been
an educator for 33 years, He has served
as president of Monroe Community College in Rochester, N.Y., for the past
seven years after 12 years as president
of Essex Community College in
Baltimore.
Koch replaces Dr. Donald B. Hunter,

who last year became associate
superintendent of public instruction in
the state Department of Education.
The regents approved appointments
of three faculty members and three
students to the University Student Appeals Board. The board, which was
established in 1978, consists of six faculty members with three-year terms and
three students with annual terms.
Those approved for appointment
were Professors Terry Streiter, Robert
Jones and Bob Head and students Jennifer Atkins, Mike Adams and Darwin
Eldridge. Faculty members presently
serving on the board include Professors
George N. Britt, Frances Richey and
Bobby Malone.
The board's public session followed a
two and one-half hour executive session
called by regent Jere McCuiston to consider personnel matters. A large portion of the meeting agenda was postponed until the regents' Feb. 21 meeting.

Christopher Seeks Re-Election
As Commonwealth's Attorney
Ron Christopher, commonwealth's
attorney for the 42nd Judicial District
which includes Marshall and CallowaY
counties, has announced his plans to file
for re-election.
Christopher, who was appointed in
December 1974 to fill the unexpired
term of commonwealth's attorney
Boyce Clayton, was first elected to the
position in 1975.
He was the only commonwealths attorney from western Kentucky who was
.asked by the attorney general to serve
on the committee to design a prosecutorial system for the state after the
judicial • reform amendment was
adopted in 1975.
Christopner, formerly a federal prosecutor, serves on the Prosecutory Advisory Council, the governing and
budgetary body of the state's prosecutorial system. In 1979, Christopher
served as president of the Statewide
Commonwealth's Attorneys Association, an organization of state prosecutors.
• "
"Out of 68 cases in Calloway County
in 1980, there were 62 convictions,
resulting in a 90 percent conviction
rate," Christopher said. "In 1980 in
Marshall County, out of 29 eases there
were 25 convictions, resulting in an 86
percent conviction rate," he continued.
"The administration of criminal

Ron Christopher
Justice is a crucial rble in today's society and I think, with my experience, that
I can best serve the needs of the people
of Marshall and Calloway counties,"
Christopher said.
-A graduate of Murray High School,
Christopher graduated in 1964 from the
University of Kentucky. He received
his law degree from UK in 1967.
Christopher. who is currently serving
as chairman of the Murray State
University Board of Regents, is married to the former Eleanor Potter and
has four-daughters.

CCHS Team Wins Union Tourney
Calloway County Itigh School remained undefeated in state speech tournament competition by winning the
Union County High School Tournament
last weekend while Murray Higb placed
third.
The I.ak ers, coached by Larry
England, totalled 277 points while
_second-place Trigg County had Z38 and
Murray 227.
Calloway students placing included
Louis Zimmerman, first, Todd Harrison, second, broadcasting; Sandy Jeffrey, first, Earl Brown, third,
humorous interpretation; Marcia Cunningham, first, Kim Weatherford and
Mike Jackson, third, original oratory:
Jeffrey', first, Debbie Walker,second,
dramatic interpretation; Ben Brumley.
second, storytelling; Lanesa Jones, second, prose; Cindy Bazzell, second,
poetry; Kenneth Futrell, third, extemporaneous speaking.
Other Lakers in the final round were
Alan McClard, extemporaneous speaking; Brown, storytelling; and Teresa
Stuckey, poetry.
Those placing for Murray High,
coached by Mark Etherton. were Mike
Childress and Kay Shepard, first, du()

acting; Lisa Mtkulcik, first, poetry
reading; Lisa Russell, first, Amanda
Hammock, third, prose reading; Sandra Whaley, first, Russell. third,
storytelling; Kelly Overbey, dramatic
interpretation.
Gus Moore, Kim Oles and Bill Bossing qualified for Murray for the final
round.
- -Calloway . next will compete in- theWestern Kentucky University Tournament Feb. 20-21.

Transit Bus To Start
Run To Hazel Feb. 11
The Murray-Calloway Transit Bus
will start a special bus run to Hazel on
Wednesday,. Feb. 11, according to officials of the transit authorOy.
The bus will leave at 0.d.m. from the.
Dees Bank of Hazel for Murray and will
return to Hazel at 11:30 a.m. This first
day will be.a free or complimentary
ride for all persons in the Hazel area.
Officials said this schedule will be used each week if the demand is enough.
A schedule of bus runs for other communities in Calloway County will be
made at a later date, officials said.

inside today
The Murray State Racers notched another Ohio Valley Conference win
by defeating Eastern, 62-60, Saturday night at Racer Arena. Game story
and pictures are on Page 6.

SPELLING BEE — The winning word was "pitcher" as Calloway County
Middle School eighth grader Rebecca Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Jones, won the 11 -student annual county spelling bee Saturday. Jones advances to the KEA first district and the Mid-South Regional spelling bees.
Prizes of $50 and a dictionary to first, $25 to second and $15 to third
places were -donated by Tommy Brown and the Murray Theatres. The
Calloway County iducation Association gave $IS to each finalist and $100
to winner to help pay travel expenses to the other spelling bees. Grade
winners were (from left) Jody Lassiter, North, son Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Lassiter, third place overall and sixth grade winner; Jones; Lisa Holsapple,
Middle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Burton Holsapple, second place overall
and seventh grade winner; Kim tough, East, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lough, fourth grade winner; and Leslie Erwin, Southwest, daughter
of Sharilyn Wisehart and Iim Erwin, fifth grade winner.
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TOURNEY WINNERS — The Calloway County High School Speech Team
won the Union County High School Speech Tournament last weekend.
The Liken are undefeated in state competition this season. Murray High
placed third in the tourney, behind Calloway and Trigg County.
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Community Happenings
Monday,Feb.9
Dorothy Moore Circle of the
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at 7:15 p.m at the
home of Mrs. Clell Petersen
"Sigma Night Out will be
at 6 p.m. by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club with Dean Poston in
charge

Monday, Feb. 9
Shower for Ralph Rogers
and his wife, Rhonda Tower)
Rogers, whose home burned
on Tuesday will be held at 7
p m at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene, one
mile north of Kirksey off
Righwy 299. For information
call 489-2593.

Front Porch Swing ;ill
rehearse at the First Christian
Conununity Chorus with Dr. Church at 7 p.m
Irma Collins as director will
Special meeting on planting
rehearse at 730 p.m. in the
the
meeting room of the Calloway of grain will be at 7 p m at
West Kentucky Livestock and
Public library.
Exposition Center.
Recovery. Inc.. will meet at
Tuesday, Feb. 10
7 30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Groups of First Baptist
North Seventh and Olive
Church Women will meet as
v.
Streets.c
follows. I with Mrs. Calvin
Morris at 9 a.m.: II with Mrs.
Murray Branch of the
American Association of Edgar Pride at 2 p.m.
University Women will. meet
Circles of First United
at 7:15 p.m. in Room 333,
Methodist Church Women will
State
Wells Hall, Murray
meet as follows: Bessie
University. Prof. Bill
Tucker with Mrs. H. G. Dunn
Whitaker will speak on "Solar
and Maryleona Frost with
Energy."
Mrs. Dwight Crisp, both at
Board of Directors of
9:30 a.m.; Alice Waters with
County
Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Iva Alford at 10 a.m.:
Community Theatre, Inc., is
Faith Doran at church at 2
p.m.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public librar.
Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at 10
a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Frank Albert Stubblefield, 722
Poplar Street. Dr. Jill O'Brien
will have the program.
The Baptist Women of Oak

Thesday,Feb. 10
Good Shepherd United
Church Women will meet at 1
pm at the church
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Parts Road,
place not announced; New
Providence with Peggy Taylor
at 1 p.m.; Coldwater with Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell, Countryside
with Linda Ward; South Pleasant Grove at 1:30 p.m. at
Calloway Pubhc Library.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Senior Citizens Centers will
be open as follows: Dexter at
9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10a.m. to 3 p.m.
Lady Racers Basketball
Team will meet the University
of Louisville at 5:15 p.m. in
Racer Arena, Murray State.

Wednesday. Feb. 11
Homemakers • Clubs will
meet as follows: New Concord
with Mrs. Ed Davis and Harris Grove with Martha
Wrablick, both at 1 p.m.; Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m.•
Grove met Jan. 27 with Jane
Group III of First Christian Pacers with. Donna Whitfield
Morton for the monthly
Church CWF will meet at 7:30 at 9:30 a.m.
meeting and Bible Study.
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Helen
The ladies voted to prepare
Circles of First United
Campbell, 1108 Elm Street.
a Chili luncheon on March 4
Mrs. Dan McKee] will have Methodist Church Women will
for the BSC Students at Murmeet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
the program.
ray State.
Ruth Wilson with Pat Kiesow
The Bible Study was on
Singles Class of Seventh and and Wesleyan with Inez Jones.
"Gifts of the Spirit." Sara
Poplar Church of Christ will
Prayer
the
read
Bagwell
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Overeaters Anonymous will
Calendar and Hilda Evitts led
building.
meet at 12 noon on the second
in prayer for missionaries.
floor of the Baptist Student
Others on the program were
Murray Girl Scout Core is
Center.
Delpha Taylor, Clara Jean - scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. St
Paschall, Youlonda GrOoms
the Girl Scout Cabin.
Free blood pressure check
and Freda Humphreys.
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Refreshments were served
Parents Anonymous will will be from
Hazel Senior Citizens
by hostess. The next meeting
meet at 6:30 p.m. For irifoF at the
The center will be
will be held Feb. 23 at 7 p.m.
mation call 753-5995 or 435- Center
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
with Pauline Story.
4385.
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Ladies day luncheon will be
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky served at 12 noon at the Oaks
Livestock and Exposition Country Club with Peggy Noel
and Maxa Read as chairman
Center.
of the hostesses.
Richard Valentine Puppets
will perform at .10 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. in the green room of
the old Freight Depot in the
County
Murray-Calloway
Park.

Cub Scout
Pack Holds
Murray Star Chapter No. Inspection
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

.71..11.
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On Jan. 20, Cub Scout Pack
57 held its annual uniform inspection at Carter School.
The 45 Cub Scouts were in- spected by District Commissioners Bob Waters and Bob
Hopkins. The Cubs were gradMartha Wrablik will be ed on the proper wearing of
hostess for the meeting of the the uniform.
Harris Grove Homemakers
Den 4 led by Harry and Sue
Club to be held Wednesday. Allison attained the highest
Feb. 11, at 1-p.m. at her home. den average.
The club held its January
Prior to the inspection Pack
meeting at the Ellis Comrnuni- Master, Glen Hendren,awardty Center with Frankie Adams ed the following
achievements
as hostess.
to the Cubs:
Jean Cloar, county extenBobcat Badge — Greg
sion agent in home economics, Gilbert.
was present to discuss future
Wolf Badge — Jimmy
events.
Osborne. Mickey Hill, Jay
An informative lesson on Poston, Robbie Danner,
Tom
"Decorating With Sheets" Thurman and John Mark
was presented .3iy Jean McDougal.
Wrather.
Arrow Points — Allen Kelso,
An educational lesson on Lance Allison, Brian Shell,
-Safe Driving In Winter" was Kevin Tucker, Robbie Daft
presented by Mrs.Adams.
ner, Kelly Prescott, Jason
The landcape notes were Grimes, Mickey Hill, Brent
given by Lena Jones.
Rabatin.

Martha Wrablik is
Hostess For Meet

Fraftes Drake
Whet kind of day will tomorrow, be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

Bible Study by Christian
Women's Club of Murray will ARIES
be held at the home of Mrs (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Calvin Morris at 9am
Though you'll come up with
new money-making ideas, you
Thursday, Feb. 12
still may have difficulty with
Shower Ralph and Rhonda friends and close ties about
Rogers who lost their home finances.
and contents by fire will be TAURUS
held from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. at ) Apr. 20toMay201
Friends are supportive, but
the Antioch Church of Christ
a higher-up may be touchy.
Watch health and diet. Initiative works socially, but
downplay ego at work.
GEMINI
; May 21 to Awe 20)
CARROLL GIRL
A private business talk is
Miranda is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Ted Carroll of beneficial. Later, you'll have a
withdraw into
Farmington Route 1 for their tendency to
yourself, which could be
baby girl born on Saturday,
disconcerting to a loved one.
Jan. 17, at the MurrayCANCER
Calloway County Hospital.
:June 21 toJuly 22) ISO
Grandparents are Mr. and
Though plans for travel look
Mrs. Linard Carroll of good, the p.m. isn't favorable
Mayfield Route 7 and Mr. and for inviting others over.
Mrs Onyx Newsome of Friends and family don't quite
Kirksey Route 1.
mix.

clie
Wit
By Abigail Van Buren

Loving, Not Judging, Will
Get Daughter's Attention
DEAR ABBY: I'm concerned about .qur...I 7.-year-told
daughter. Before she started high school she was a good girl
and got good grades. But she's a senior now and her grades
are Slipping, and I can't trust her because she lies about
where she goes and what she does.
My main concern is that I know she'S been having sex
with every boy she goes out with. I'm sure she had an
abortion last year, but she never admitted it. I gave her
every opportunity to tell me, but she never did. We've gone
around several times lately about her curfew and dating
habits, but she does as she pleases, paying no attention to.
my rules.
I don't want to be too strict for fear she'll get married just
to get away from home like I did — much to my regret. Her
'fatTier rs no help. He's vki3Thol-headed and isn't dble to talk
calmly to her. He puts her down, calls hem' a tramp, and lets
her know he doesn't trust her.
I've hear,: that some girls have sex with a lot of boys
because they never got any affection from their fathers. Is
that true? I've thought of writing to you many times, but
never knew where to start. I love her and care what happens
to her, Abby Please help me.
WORRIED MOM
DEAR MOM: If you really love your daughter, you
will put her into the hands of a counselor with whom
she can communicate comfortably. It's true, girls who
were ignored by their fathers tend to become promiscuous in their search for the understanding and
affection they missed while growing up. Don't be
judgmental. Let her know that you love her, and let
the counselor do the rest.
• • •

DEAR ABBY: May I add-my 2 cents' worth concerning
"the other woman" plight? I have'been "the other woman"
in a married man's life for three years. He's too decent to
leave his wife, but I'm willing to wait forever if necessary.
I would rather have 50 percent of him than 100 percent of
any other man I know.
NO COMPLAINTS IN N.C.
DEAR NO COMPLAINTS: If you're satisfied with
the crumbs, it's your business, but most "other
women" tell me it's a crummy existence. It's also for
the birds.
•

••

DEAR ABBY: The letter about the 9-year-old who told
Santa all he wanted for Christmas was a mommy who
didn't smoke inspires this letter.
I used to operate a small excavating business that
included digging graves. Whenever I was asked, "Do you
mind if I smoke?" I'd reply, "I don't smoke myself, but I
encourage others to. It's good for my business."
DIGGER McTAVISH
•••
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Pottertown Club
Has Major Lesson
At January Meet.
The
Pottertown
Homemakers club met Jan. 14
at
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord with I.ouise
Short, president, presiding.
The devotion was by Murial
Wright. Dorothy Simon took
the secretary's report.
Lottie Hurt gave the major
lesson, "Decorating with
Sheets" with several samples
on how to do it shown.
Those present were Dolly
Lorenz, Mary Gertzen, Bobbie
Cook, Mary Moore, Lottie
Hurt, Ruth Weston. Rozena
Zimmerman, Lavine Carter
and Shirley Werts, members,
Mary Hopson, Celelia Noonan,
Jean Pepher and Dorothy
Sobeiski, guests.
Louise Short played piano
for group singing.
Dorothy Simon had several
interesting games.
The next meeting will be
held at Colonial House on
Wed.,Feb. list 10 a.m.

School FHA Chapter Plans
Special Yearly Projects

FOR TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 10, 1981

•••••••••••

Second Tuesday program
featuring Amy Jarman,
soprano, will be at 7:30 p.m. at
the Murray Art Guild.

Baptist. Women Of
Oak Grove Meet
.4t Morton Home

SHIRLE Y
Mat-LAINE
JAMES
COBURN

Wednesday, Feb. 11
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.ni. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6.30 pm. at the Sirloin
Stockade.

1Iurray High-

Your Individual
Horoscope

CONFIDENTIAL TO J.G. IN WINNIPEG: Get a
dialogue going. "Speech is civilization itself. The
word — even the most contradictory word — preserves contact. It is silence which isolates."(Thomas
Mann) _
•• •
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know.- Send $2
and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Valentine Week Special
Monday Thru Saturday

Bouquet of Flowers

LEO
1
;July 23 to Aug. 22, J2141C
Get important work done
before noon, as snags ui communication could develop
later. Don't mix business with
pleasure. Be astute.
VIRGO
1
6
) Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 11
Travelers need to watch expenditures. Co-workers may
be touchy. Talks with loved
ones improve rapport. Avoid
unethical money deals.
LIBRA
.IL
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Financial gain through
work, but care is needed in the
management of funds. Avoid
dubious investment schemes.
Protect credit standing.
SCORPIO
) Oct. 23 toNov.21)
Close ties are in a better
mood during the a.m, than
later. Be considerate of
others' feelings and watch expenditures.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
You'll have a productive
a.m, on the job, but later
distractions could interfere
with progress. Co-workers
aren't much help to you.
CAPRICORN
:Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 I V
Opt for simple pleasures
now. Avoid costly entertainments and mixing
business with pleasure.
Shared hobbies should be fun.
AQUARIUS
)Jan. 20 to Feb'. 18
Pick up some useful items
for the home, but it's not the
best- time for company.
Visitors
may
become
witnesses to family upsets.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Make important phone calls
in the a.m. It's not a good time
for signing papers or making
financial agreements. Watch
p.m. mix-ups.

)410,

X

YOU BORN TODAY are
both scientific and artistic. A
born executive and a true individualist, you need a job
where you can put your intellect to good use. You like to
deal with people and usually
find in the creative arts a
medium through which to express your message for
humanity. Acting, writing,
law, medicine and psychology
are some of the fields that appeal to you, yet your innovative nature is also at
home in science and engineering. You also enjoy working
with groups of people. Birthdate of Boris Pasternak,
writer.
•

Day the Chapter has made 90
Valentine's Day door decorations.
The Future Homemakers of
One of the Advisors- Mrs. G.
America was founded June 11, T. Lilly and our first Vice1945. It is located in all of the President Lynne Loberger
fifty states, the District of Col- were on the Breakfast Show at
umbia, Puerto Rico, the Jerrys on February 5, with the
Virgin Islands and American -Foodararna" programs.
schools Overseas. It has a na- President Carol Beaman.
tional membership of -half-a- Teresa Suiter, and Kathy
million young women and men Roberts, will appear on the
in 12,500 chapters.
Breakfast Show on F'eb. 13 to
; This year makes the 35th explain further what's being
birthday of FHA, the National done by the Murray High
FHA/HERO week is February FHA
8-14.
The Kentucky Assooiation of
Future Homemakers of
America started the new year
WRIGHT GIRL
with 14,373 members in 267
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Wright of
chapters.
In planning programs of Murray are the parents of a
work for the year, chapters baby girl, Heather Lin,
will focus on "Family weighing eight pounds one
Connection,Which
Direc- ounce, born on Sunday, Jan.
tion?", giving emphasis to 25, at the Murray-Calloway
crisis- County Hospital.
communication
They have one son, Benecology-economy-elderly energy-nutrition -pa renti rig. jamin Jay. 7, and one
daughter,Jennifer Linette,5.
values.
Grandparents are Mr. and
The -Murray High Chapter
Mrs.. Ralph Darnell and Mrs.
has 60 members and is dealing
with the elderly part of the Im- Ralph Wright, Murray. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Odie
pact Project.
The Chapter has "adopted" Morris and Mrs. Rex Darnell,
grandparents from the West Murray.
View Nursing Home. Each
member has either an
"adopted" grandmother or
grandfather. Many have seat
PADUCAH PATIENT
Christmas cards, visited their
Dorothy Bell of Murray has
"adopted" grandparent and
the Chapter made tray favors been dismissed from the
for the food trays at Western Baptist Hospital,
Christmas. For Valentines Paducah.
By Melanie Roos
Chapter Reporter

Mr_iWalt4t.

Fish'n
Chios
$199

Jana Jones Guido
Completes Degree
At North Carolina
GREENSBORO — Jana I..
Jones Guido of Murray is
among 394 persons who completed their degree requirements during the first
semester at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro_
The students are being invited back to the campus May
9-10 to participate in UNC-G's
89th annual commencement
exercises.
Among the first semester
graduates were 161 who completed :graduate degrees.
These included 142 . at the
master's degree level, 17 who
finished their doctorates, and
two students who completed
the specialist in education
degree.
Mrs. Guido, a drama major,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Jones of 1608
Keenland, has earned a
master of fine arts degree.

Save 50c
•3 Delicious Fish Fillets
•Golden Brown French Fries
•2Southern-Style Hush Puppies

SUN., MON., TUES.,
& WED.

Captain D's,
seafood Li hamburgers
...like you like it!
Murray, Ky.
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GOING OUT FOR
BUSINESS SALE
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$750
Sale Starts February 9th
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Cash & Carry
Your fTO Florist

Juanita's Flowers
917 Coldwater Rd
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Patients Dismissed From Hospital

e-4---4-eLovett-Melton Wedding Planned
0

Vows To Be Read At
Palestine Church
Here On March 7
The engagement and approaching marriage of Regina
Joy Lovett to Eddie Alan
Melton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Melton of Sebree, has
been announced by the brideelect's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas D. Lovett of Murray.
The wedding date has been
set for Saturday, March 7, at 2
p.m. at the Palestine United
Methodist Church, Murray. A
reception will follow at 3:30
p.m. at the Kenlake Resort
Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovett invite
all friends and relatives to attend.

Miss Regina Joy Loren and Eddie .Alan Melton

PERSONALITIES
Teaching in our Murray Independent Schools and in
Calloway County School are
five teachers whom I have
found interesting. They share
common traits such as ambition, intelligence and determination to succeed in their
chosen fields. There are many
other teachers in our schools
who are similarly endowed so
why have I chosen to write
about these five? Because
they are the black teachers in
our school systems.
.
CARTER SCHOOL
Recently I interviewed
Eunice Mills, in her attractive
home on Martins Chapel
Road. Eunice received a B.S.
degree in Business Administration from West
Virginia State University at
Institute, W.Va. but after
graduation she was unable to
find a job in that field. When
she decided on teaching as her
career, she needed education
credits so she enrolled at West
Virginia University, Morgantown, and received a Masters
degree in Reading. She has
taught elementary grades for
18 years, the first 14 being in
Kenawha County, W. Va.
While her husband Dr. Marvin Mills, who teaches at

Homemakers
Club Plans Meet
The Pacers Homemakers
Club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 11, at 9:30 a.m, at the
home of Donna Whitfield.
All members are urged to be
present, a spokesman said.
The club held its Jan. 14th
meeting at the home of Mary
Rigsby.
Lessons were given as
follow:
''Decorating With Sheets"
by Jan Rowlette; "Money In
Your Children's Hands" by
Frances Brown; "Safe Driving In Winter" by Wilma Beatty,
Susan Griffin and Claudia
Moore were guests. Ten
members were present.

ci

rikliAr

MSU, was getting his M.A.
and PhD degrees from New
York University in the forties,
Eunice had a job as cashier at
Juilliard School of Music. This
cultural experience widened
her vision as her boss was
German, the bookkeeper was
Italian, the payroll clerk was
Spanish and she was black.
The ethnic mix was enlightening to all.
The Mills three sons are
Marvin, Jr. who is stationed in
Germany with the U.S. Army,
Glenn who is a Safety
Engineer at ARMCO Steel Co.,
Ashland, Ky. and Todd, a
Senior at Murray High School,
The Mills attend First Baptist
Church.

The January meeting of the
Alice Waters Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women was held at the church
with Mrs. MaybeIle Byers as
hostess.
Mrs. Eloise King, chairman,
presided, and opened the
meeting with prayer. Roll call
was taken with 16 members
present. Mrs. Hilma Christy
was welcomed as a new
member.
It was announced that the
February general meeting
will be on Prayer and SelfDenial and it was asked that
all members make an effort to
attend.
It was noted that we will
serve the dinner for Methodist
Men in March.
Mrs, Hazel Crenshaw
presented the lesson: "A
Recharging Up Of Our Batteries". As part of the lesson
she read "The Master" by
Charles Allen which told the
story of Jesus' life. She also
urged each one to make and
keep a new resolution for 1981
dedicating ourselves anew to
Christ. She closed with
prayer.

Enjoy a lunchtime
51
/
2" pizza
Complete with dinner salad
with one topping .1 59
with two toppings '1"

PETIZZA
11:00 to 4:00 p.m. Only

a

sa

II

n.r'

CARTER SCHOOL
eludes her husband Ronnie, a
Diane Harris is a native Plant Technician with South
Murrayan who returned 3 Central Bell, and their four
years ago after living in and year old son. Ryan, who atteaching in Chicago and tends Nursery School.
Galesburg,IL most of her life. Rhonda's hobbies include tenShe is a niece of Pete Rutledge nis and running about two
who owns the funeral home. miles after school. She feels
Diane is now a 4th grade the exercise clears her mind
teacher at Carter School of the day's problems and with
where her son Yahaki is also a her dinner being cooked in the
student. (He was named for a Crock Pot, she only has tc
tribal prince in South Africa make'the cornbread.
who acquired much gold.'
MIDDLE SCHOOL
In the summer of 1980 Diane
The 4th grade teachers of
was one of 20 teachers from the Middle School have
Kentucky chosen for a classrooms in the Austin
federally-sponsored three Building. One of these
week study tour of Costa Rica teachers is Linda Sue Emerand Guatemala. The aim of son who lives in Mayfield.
the program was to foster Years ago she chose to teach
cultural appreciation and to away from her children who
observe teaching procedures. were then enrolled -in a
Children there are anxious to Mayfield school. She is into
learn even though some have her 17th year of teaching.
to walk great distances to
Linda Sue began her college
school. Teachers are paid education at Hampton Inabout $200 monthly but they stitute in Virginia but her
must buy their school supplies degree in Elementary Educaout of their salaries.
tion is from MSU. Her husDiane thinks that education band, William, is employed at
should be fun as well as General Tire Co. Their
challenging. Toward these children are Sharon and
goals, her students participate Charles and 'they have three
in "math metes- in which grandchildren.
their grades are compared
She is devoted to her
with students in schools across. Holiness Church where she is
the country. One of her pianist. She is a member of
students has scored among the NAACP and Progressive
highest.
Women's City Club of
SOUTHWEST
ELEMEN- .Mayfield which is a service
TARY
organization.
SCHOOL
The other black 4th grade
Rhonda . Shanklin, who teacher at the Middle School is
teaches Special Education, is Betty Jackson who is into her
a dedicated teacher. During second year of teaching. She is
the course of the school day,, a native of Paducah and she is
her charges include 14 the tenth of twelve children in
students who are mentally-Or her family.
physically disabled. Their
Betty holds a degree in
learning disabilities include Elementary Education from
visual impairment, cerebral MSU and she is presently
palsy, hearing deficienty, working on a Masters degree
muscular weakness and IQs in Guidance and Counseling.
as low as 55. She is a patient
Her extra-curricular activiteacher who encourages her ty is coaching the girls basketpupils to "act out" situation's ball team and she has attendthey study.
ed several basketball clinics.
Since this year 1981 is the In- Another interest is her
ternational Year for the Han- graduate membership in
dicapped. It is mos?" ap- Delta Sigma Theta, a service
propriate to learn more about organization for Negroes,
handicapped people.
which was founded at Howard
Rhonda hails from Martin, University in 1913.
Tenn.,and she is a graduate of
The principal of one of the
UT Martin with a B.S. degree schools told me applications
in Elementary Education with from blacks are welcomed but
a minor in Special Education. actually few are received.
Currently, she is pursuing a
However, it was good to interMasters degree at Murray
view these attractive, wellSt-ate University in Learning
educated women who have
and Behavior Disabilities.
chosen to be teachers.
The Shanklin -family in-

Mabelle Byers Is
Hostess For Alice
Waters Circle Meet

The Best Pizza In Town'Honest

904 Chestnut Street
Ar

By Marjorie Major

Murray, Kentucky w

Coldwater Club Meets At Bazzell Home
The
Coldwater
Homemakers club held the
January meeting at the home
of the president, Mrs. Hunter
Hazzell.
Roll was called by Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell with each person
giving their favorite winter
time hobby, most liked crafts
the best.
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell gave a
very interesting lesson on the
new rush and punch ernbroidery.-She had completed -a
pillow and will demonstrate at
the next meeting on how to
make a rug using the larger

needles.
Each member is asked to
bring a completed article of
any type to the February
meeting to heather home,
A discussion was held on
"Money in your Children's
Hands."
Others attending not
previously mentioned were
Mrs. Vickie Knight and
daughter, Amanda, Master
Brett Bazzell. The clubs dues
were collected from Mrs.
Fraeland Youngblood, Mrs
Newel Doores and Mrs. Noble
Fuqua.

1-29-81
NEN BORN ADMISSIONS
Thorn, Baby Boy Patsy,
1114 Poplar, Murray,
Anderson, Baby Boy I Martha Rt. 3, Box 1023, Murray,
Ethins, Baby Girl (Cheryl,
Rt. 6, Box 278, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Myron D. Vanleer, 8153
Woods Hall MSU Murray,
Mary Ann Turner, Rt. 1 Dexter, James A. Raspberry, Box
104 Hazel, Mrs. Kelly
Georgiou 'and Baby Boy, 304
.E. College St. Mayfield, Mrs.
Linda S. Wright and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7 Box 74 Murray,
Mrs. Donna J. Cathey and
Baby Boy, 1608 Calloway Ave.
Murray, J. C. Cavitt, 501 N.
Cherry Murray, Mrs. Joan
Stevenson, Rt. 2 Box 426
Calvert City, Mrs. Glenda M.
Ladd, Rt. 2 Hazel. Mrs.
Geraldine Prather, Rt. 5
Mayfield,
Mrs. Joan M. Page, Rt. 6
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Denise E.
Futrell, 412 N. 6th St., Murray,
Mrs. Phyllis J. Stubblefield,
Rt. 1 Box 731 Almo, Mrs. Nita
G. Head, 2438 University Station.Murray, Mrs. Anna Inell
Sims, 701 Williams parts,
Tenn.,
Mrs. Judy A. Hollander, 704
Fairlane Dr. Murray, James
F. Rogers. Rt. 3 Paris, Tenn.,
Rhonda L. Lee, lit. 1 Box C-3
Dexter. Mrs. Mary Ann Jones,
411 S. 9th St. Murray, Ars,
Lalla F. Boyd, 1608 Kirkwood
St. Murray.
Mrs. Novie Paschall, 410
Sycamore St. Murray, C. Ray
Harding, Rt. 7 Mayfield, Mrs.
Stella S. Futrell, 502 So. 6th St.
Murray, Herbert W. Farris,
1311 Olive St. Murray, Philip
Piazza, Box 198 New Concord.

Murray.
Mrs. Teresa A. Mathis, lit. 3
Benton, Mrs. Darlese Prince,
531 W. 12th St. Benton, Mrs.
Janice K. Duncan, Rt. 1 Box
196-B Benton, Regina G. Morris, 1711 Wells Ext. Murray,
Mrs. Janet I. Brelsford, Box
36 Hazel,
Mrs. Opal R. Hutson, Rt. 4
Murray, Mrs. Cora Dumas,
300 Pine St. Murray, Mrs.
Ellon Obera tinttain, Fern
Terrace Lodge Murray, Mrs.
Loyena Schroader, Rt. 1 Box
172 Dexter, Numon A. Garner,
513 Broad St. Murray,
Bernard Whitnell, 503 So.
11th St. Murray, Mrs. Pearl
Outland, Box 131 Hazel, Mrs.
Birdie E. Anderson, 1602 Ryan
Ave. Murray, Mrs. Edith M.
Story, P. 0. Box 174 Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Rosa 0. Clayton
expired). Rt. 2 Box 327
Paducah.
1-31-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Menzies, Baby Girl
t Veronica ), Rt. 1 Bx. 60, Springville, Tenn.
King, Baby Girl (Carol), Rt.
1 Bx,90, Palmersville,Tenn,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patricia S. Yassi and
Baby Girl, Bx. 2863 College
Sta., Murray, Jennifer E.
Dowdy. Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Latricia B. Cavitt and Baby
Girl, Rt. 4, Bx. 305, Benton,
Jean I. Green, 313 S. 13th,
Murray, Mrs. Anita F. Carroll, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Miss Lori Lea Gessert, 201
Elizabeth Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Edith J. Roseberry.', Rt. 3 Bx.
205, Murray, James A. Burn,
Rt. 2 Box I29A, Buchanan
Tenn.. Amanda Carman, Rt. 7
Bx. 116, Murray. Billy D.
Dodd, 724 Fairlane Murray,
Kent E. Eversmeyer. 820 N.
19th, Murray,
Mr. Billie Ray Adams, Rt. 5
Bx. 359, Murray. Mr. . T.
G. Shelton, 1709 Calloway.
Murray, James F. Ford, 1546
Oxford, Murray. David D.
Morgan. B2 Fox Meadows.
Murray, Mrs. Rubye C. Morris, Rt. 3 Bx, 130, Murray.
Callie C. Williams, Rt. 2 Bx,
354, Murray.

1-30-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Bowman, Baby Boy
(Cathy Rt.'1 Boaz.
'DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna F. Scott, 95
Riviera Ct. Murray, Freddie
E. Horsley. 102 Walnut Ct.
Benton, Hollie R. Cunningham, 719 So. 4th St. Murray,. Joel A. Herndon, Rt. 3
Box 424 Murray, Mrs. Claudia
F. Carson and Baby Girl. Rt. 1 2-1-81
Kirksey,
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
James Dale Myers, Rt. 7
DISMISSALS
Box 164 Murray, Dennis M.
Mrs. Martha L. Anderson
Burkeen, Rt. 5 Box 395-A Mur- and Baby Boy, Rt. 3 Bx, 1023.
ray. Gloria J. Coleman-, Box Murray. Mrs. Susan L. Pickel
7501 White Hall Murray. Mrs. and Baby Boy, 900
Joe
Wanda Sue Allen, 135 Riviera. Creason, Benton, Glenn
Ct. Murray, Christi . K. Richerson, Rt. 2 Box. 250E,
McDonald, Box 4492 Hart Hall Murray, Chad A. Henson, Rt. 1

Bk. 67, Hardin, David S. M. Dillard, 404 N. Cherry .
Ne wsom Rt. 5 Ha 228, Murray.
Mayfield, Shenna M. Jones,
201 N 3rd Morro. Mrs Ruth 2-341
C. Yates, Rt. 2. Kuttawa, Mrs. NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Marilyn W. Harris, Rt. 3 Bx.
DISMISSALS
, Murray, Miss Martha A.
Mrs. Sharon G. Key. '362
Huey, 614 Hurt, Murray, Mrs. Riviera, Murray, Peggy J.
Betty E. Beaman, 150E Edwards, 743 Nash, Murray .
Johnson, Murray, Deborah A. Mrs. Patsy Thorn and Baby
Thorne, Rt. '2 Bx. 99, Puryear, Boy,114 Poplar Murray,
Tenn.
Mrs. Martha V. Latham
Euel Lockhart, 601 Pine, 1716 Wells Ext., Murray, Mrs.
Murray, John Wesley Fulton, Sandra F. Jackson, Rt. 6 Bx
1711 Farmer, Murray, Noble 89, Mayfield. Obie J MitB. Freeman, Rt. 1 Buchanan, chuson. Bx. a Dexter. Jill I.
Tenn.. Mrs. Marion S. Shar- Black, Rt. 1, Farmington,
brough, P. 0. Bx. 28, Murray, Mrs. Onie B. Sykes. 923 N.
Mrs. Carmen Horton, 914 Col- 16th, Murray
dwater Rd.. Murray.
Kenneth J. Kohr, Rt. 5 Bx.
2361, Murray. Roger D. Hud2-2-41
son, Rt. 3 Bx. 237, Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Carol D. King, Rt. 1 Bx,
Bruce, Baby Boy I Tammy
90, Springville, Tenn., Steve
Rt. 1 Box 241,Sedalia,
Yates, Baby Boy (Cindy 1, G. Higgins, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Mrs. Lela W. Conklin, 220 S.
Rt. 8 Bx.578, Benton
Davis, Baby Girl i Pamela), 3rd, Danville,
Mr. Henry Lewis Cobb Jr..
129 Carlton, Gleason,Tenn.
248 Riviera, Murray, Alan I..
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Pamela A. Martin and Bostic, Bx. 4920 Hart Hall,
Baby' Girl, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn., Murray, Mrs. Blance I.
Mrs. Cheryl J. Elkins and Beach, Rt. 1 Bx. 232, Kirksey.
Baby Girl, Rt. 6 Bx, 279, Mur-'Mrs. Cardelle V. Waldrop,
ray, Mrs. Betty J. Elkins, Rt. 1 1700 College Farm Rd., MurBx. 129, Kirksey, Laura Hope ray, Mrs. Pearl M. Dunn, Bs.
Davis, 903 College Courts, 17, Dexter,
Mrs. Agnes Roberta TimMurray,
Mrs., Rhupayne 1.. Adams, mons, Rt. 1 Bx. 256A, GilbertRt. 2 Bx. 56C, Murray, Robert sville, Bert Taylor, Bx. 163.
Ronald Nelson, 1505 W. Main, Hazel, Mrs:Lois R.Sammons,
Murray. James E. York. Rt. 8 1105 Main, Murray, Mrs. Nora
Bx. 210, Benton, Mrs. Anita A. Dodd, Rt. 8, Murray, Ralph
Bear, Rt. 5 Bx. 371, Murray, K. Blakely, Rt. 1, Pury ear.
Mrs. Ira E. Williams, 1510 Tenn.
Martin Chapel Rd., Murray,
Leonard Morris, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Velma V. Timaeus,
DIED 1905
Fern Terrace, Murray, Mrs.
Sir Henry Irving, the noted
Opal S. Graham, 1508 GlenBritish Shakespearean'actordale, Murray, Mrs. Lottie
manager, died in 1905 at the
McCuiston, Rt. 2 Bk. 227,
age of 67.
Puryear. Tenn., Mrs. Mabel

Murray Health Spa
Phone:753-4084
or
753-4085
Hours: Moo -In.8 a.m.-9 p.m.

Saturday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
•Souno
•Experrenced Counselors
•Sun Boothes
•Diet Consultation
•Privote Lockers
•Cordiovosculor
Dressing Rooms.
Development.
Showers and Vanity
Stress Reduction Program
(Next To Old

Bookstore)

Enioi'Your Favorite meals
at lWryEnjoyableSavings!
SAUE OVER$5.06W1T11 THESE COUPOUS.
on mu um In mu --Nip ion- um NI im minow
0Shopped Steak
ChickenFried
I Ka Dinners
Steak Dinner
YOJ I

sa.e $5 08 of' of regular phce when you use ail o' these coupom- •

99

s otter gooc thru April

5, 1981

'
-e c,
opped steak. cooked lust

the -Way you like it Served with
Salad Bar, your choice of Bake
Potato Or Fries A. Stockade

Toast

-•-•sp on the outside. tende.
:he middle Served with Sa,a
Bar choice of Baked Pota:c
Fries & Stockade Toast
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•
Authentic German

Sausage
served with Salad Bar. Hick',
Sauce, Baked Potato or Fries
and Stockade Toast

Two or our most tender Club

Steaks. cooked just the way yo.)

•

II

•

Served with Salad Bar
Baked Potato or Fries 8
Stockade Toast

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

I

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

sio
IN
steadier,.

I

stuff

The
ISirloin
The steak we ve built our
4e9reputation on
thick 8. teniii
cooked lust the way you like
served with Salad Bar. Baked
Potato or Fries & Stockade
Toast
I
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Dinner

Thick Chopped Steak
Smothered in a delicious saucy
Of cheese peppers onions &
tomato Served with Salad Ba•
Hot Baked Potato or Fries ai
Stockade TOaal.

It. 11.05',. An" S

tee, Cnupon must be
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

William B. Hornbuckle and John R.
Adams were inducted into the United
States Army in the February draft call,
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive secretary of Local Board No. 10
of the Selective Service.
Deaths reported include Buford T.
McCinston, 68, and Mrs. Mary Ellen
Dunbar,86.
The final sale of Type 23 dark fired
tobacco has%een scheduled on Feb. 12
on the Murray Market, according to officials of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hopkins on Feb. Sand
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J. Field Montgomery on Feb. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. James Rahm of Marble
Hill, Mo., announce the engagement of
their daughter, Hettie Suellen, to
Michael Dodson Ward, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Ward of Murray.
The Murray State University Racers
are tied for the Ohio Valley Basketball
Conference lead after a win over Middle Tennessee at Murfreesboro, Tenn,

Freedom Of
The Press
1EDITOR'S NOTE:, Mrs.
Mildred Aukennan of Shelby
County recently won the second
annual First Amendment
Essay Contest sponsored by the
Kentucky Press Association.
,Her essay, which follows, has
been entered in the national
contest sponsored by the
Association
Newspaper
Managers Inc.
A
FREE
PRESS
SAFEGUARDS
MY
FREEDOM BECAUSE it watches while
sleep. It works
• while I play. It performs while I
procrastinate. It searches
while I rest. It moves while I
stand still. It walks while I drag
my feet. It marches while I
mark time. It shouts while I remain silent.
A free press is like an eighth
sense. It -is my eyes and ears in
places where I cannot be. It
tells me what was, what is and
what there's going to be.
A free press gives me questions when it cannot give me
answers. It names my choices
and lets me choose. It shows me
not only the obvious and the
visible but the shadowy and the
invisible. It shows me reality
when I've been seeing rain• bows.
A free press is my burglar
alarm, my air raid siren, my
fire alarm and my safety lock.
A free press shakes me when
I've been passive. It stirs me up
when I've been indifferent. It
refuseslo let me lie in a state of
apathy or stagnation.
The free press provides information, education and entertainment. A learning experience, it aids growth and
development.
- A free press relays current
events and records history. The
free press leaves -not only a
public heritage but a private
one as well.
A free press announced my
accomplishments in school, my
graduation, the births of my
children, the accomplishments
of my children through grade
school, high school and college,
the deaths of my father and my
grandparents.
The free press, newspapers.
are not holy. I've written for
them, sold them, bought them.

Bible Thought
Woe unto him that giveth his
neighbor drink, that puttest thy bottle to him, and makest him drunken
also, that thou mayest look on their
nakedness. Habakkuk 2:15.
Drunkenness and sex sins often go
hand in hand. They make people
miserable. This is the judgment of
God.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger Si
Times strongly believe that to limit
onimonated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

read them, burned them,saved
them, shared them, given them
away, helped my son deliver
them, used them for
housebreaking pets, wrapped
gifts in them, cut paper dolls
from them, covered shelves
with them and on rafe occasions used them in the rural
traditioqi of the Sears Roebuck
catalog. '
The ftee press, newspapers.
are huinan. They make
mistakes. They insult us by
misspelling names. They have
editorial policies with which ave •
disagree and often they aceentuate the wrong positive.
However, a free . press is a
sacred trust. It must not be
fenced in, closed off or locked
up. It must be left to roam. It
must be free to keep a watchful
eye on all. It must be free to
seek the truth.
A free press safeguards my
freedom because it seeks the
truth, sees the truth and prints
the truth "...and the truth will
make you free."
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C Copley News Service
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a widow, age 53.
I have been looking for a job for several
months. Really all I have done is to let
. my friends and acquaintances know
that I am available for work, and to
follow-up on any ads in the newspaper
that I feel I may qualify for. I have had
several job interviews, but I think I am
a victim of age discrimination. I do not
want to fight it. I wouldn't want to work
for anyone that didn't want me. for any
reason. Can you give me any other suggestion that might help me to get a job,
even at my age? P.W.
ANSWER: First of all, make sure you
are listed with your local state employment office ( call them and make an appointment with an employment
counselor i. Also let the county welfare
office know that you are seeking
employment. Contact any local senior
citizens centers to see if they know of
any available jobs for someone of your
age and abilities. You should make ap4.44*-444-8-.44-4444
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Calloway County
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By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
coorriarn. 1971

n.e.+$+++t$

We know of no other place in this worlth-thautould have contributed more to our whole life. People have been kind and generous; shelter from the storms, physical and emotional, has been
provided at every moment of indecision; sufficient revenue has
been shared by our neighbors to amply nourish our family and
the needs of the printshop. An abundance of work has always
been available at our woodpile. Encouragement has always been
the gallery that cheered us on. Good health has been in full bloom
as a sunflower that unfolded in 1941 to defy the laws of nature.
Tears have been a minimum asfcheers left a lasting echo. Mama
stayed with papa through the seven years itch in Paris,- above and
beyond the call of duty contracted in Ann Arbor, Mich., 42 years
ago. Two words sum up the duration: Simply beautiful!
No way could we guarantee the last furlong of a terrific race
by cutting off the machines and ink. Therefore, we have chosen
to keep these material creatures as close to our bosom as they__
have been to out heart. We labored endless hours, through nearly
every night of the long span, to pay off the mortgage of this Linotype or that folder, this heating system or that roll of paper. Although they all may have gone out of date in these days of exciting
change, to us they are sober symbols as true as a faithful dog.
They have been our protector and our provider. Still, with a kind,'
touch,.they will respond like the pat on the head of that loving dog.
Probably more lines of scorn have seered from this column
than from any other journalistic boiler in the state. However, the
heat has been !evened with the ringing praise of thousands. Perhaps the comparisons appear contradictory to you, but a newsman
with a cultivated code of responsibility must ask questions and
quiz most every answer. Not one time in all these years can we
recall a single instance that we withheld information deserving of
public scrutiny. .Not one time have we spoken in this column a
known untruth, or an opinion that was not a conviction. in the
confrontations we haven't spared a willingness to present our case
with all the farce within our power, be the object of our case the
banker, university president, preacher, governor or lesser politician.
The conflicts have caused jubilation and sadness. We acknowledge the advantage of having the willingness to speak our piece
and to have the vehicle to deliver the message, hut not one time
have we ever denied an opponent equal time and space without
charge in rebuttal. The advantage has not been one to bring
material gains for we have never held money was an anointment
of ill-gotten gains. Financial advantage doe4 not give to us -the
security of life's richest blessings, consequently have turned the
modem doctrine of prosperity inside Out to bless others more with
our good fortunes.
To Be Continued

plicatioa with your local Board of

Educatlign and the local schools, as they
employ persons in a wide variety of
positions. It might also be of advantage
to you to list your name and qualifications with any employment agency that
caters to older workers.
HEARTLINE: My sister, who lives in
another state, saw an article in the
paper about a book you have recently
written called Heartline's 1981
Almanac for Older Americans. She
ordered a copy at an introductdry price
of $7.95. She did not tell me too much
about the book, except that it would be
an excellent retirement guide. I am
now age •59 and plan on retiring at age
62. I am trying to get everything
organized so that my retirement will be
smooth and hopefully without any major traumas. I think the book wouldprobably be an asset to my retirement
planning, but I'd like to know a little
more about it. Can you tell me more?
C.M.

ANSWER: The Heartline Almanac
contains a very wide variety of information on many subjects that we feel
will either directly or indirectly influence the retirement years of the majority of senior citizens. These topics include wills, estate planning, nursing
homes, government agencies and .
benefits, health care, employment,
crime prevention, etc. There are indepth discussions of Social Security,
Medicare, Medicare Supplements and
Health Insurance, Railroad Retirement, Veterans benefits, etc. We also
feel that it will be a very valuable
retirement guide. The Almanac will be
up-dated every year to/contain the
changes in all government programs
and for budget planning. Due to overwhelming response to the introductory
offer, we are extending the discounted
price of $7.95 per copy through March,
1981. To order, send $7.95 to Heartline's
1981 Almanac, 114 East Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
allow 6 weeks for delivery.

Open Forum

By Robert Crick
Why is it that we all complain
In all the things we do?
No small details escape our sight
And our praises number few.
We find fault in everything,
Whatever it may be.
The strongest points we overlook
As things we never see.
High doctor bills, our leadership.
The problems with insurance.
These are but some things of which
We need constant reassurance.
Crowded subways, slow moving
trains,
Long gas lines and plumbing fees,

The White House
WASHINGTON AP) — As president,
Jimmy Carter jogged in the rain. He
got out of bed well before sun-up. And
he seemed to think nothing of calling for
the American people to sacrfice.
Ronald Reagan likes to lope along on
a horse. He sleeps well past the hour
when Carter got to the office. And when
it comes to the economy, he doesn't see
why anyone has to be miserable.
There's no question the two men are
different . in their lifestyles and
Reagan's speech tonight on the
economy is likely to illustrate their different approaches in dealing with the
same problem.
At the same time, look for some
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Complaints
Editor's Note — Robert Crick is a
creative writing student at Calloway
County High School. His poem was submitted by his teacher, Mrs. Mac Coleman.)

The Board of Directors of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association said the last sale of dark air
cured tobacco will be held Feb. 14, according to Holmes Ellis, general
manager. The average on the market
yesterday was $43.05 per hundred
weight.
Deaths reported include James
Clarence Wilson, 79.
Senior Patrol Leader Dale Sykes Was
presented the National Camping Award
by Buist Scott at the Court of Honor
held by Boy Scout Troop 45 at the social
hall of the First Methodist Church.
Ann Wrather, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. M.0. Wrather, and senior at Murray. High School, has been named a
finalist in the 1960-61 National Merit
Scholarship Program.
Mrs. E. J. Steytler, Mrs. Elmer Collins, Mrs. Macon Blankenship, and
Mrs. Laverne Wallis have been installed as officers of the Murray Girl
Scout Council.
Mrs. Betty Scott, art teacher, spoke
at the meeting of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America. She was introduced by Patsy Shirley.
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The cost of meats and mortgage rates
And relations overseas.
Police protection, traffic jams,
The climbing national debt
These are the things, though hard we
try,
We somehow can't forget.
Yet through all this we prosper still
Our children grow strong and tall.
When we see the good we have
Things may not be so bad at all. •
Our health is fair, life's hopes fulfilled,
Our mentality is intact.
Our families never hungry go.
All of these we know as facts.
So what more do we need than the
things that we have?
Our troubles compared are so few.
We all should take a good look at
ourselves
And see why this is true.
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
sinulardies when it comes to lowering
expectations about what a president
can accomplish.
Throughout his presidency Carter
said hard times were ahead — whether
it came to energy conservation or
-economic matters. In Carter's view,
they were problems that could not be
overcome without sacrifice.
Carter set that tone Feb. 2, 1977, when
much of the East Coast was suffering
through a severe cold wave. Seated
before a roaring fire and wearing a cardigan sweater the president began a
rhetorical pitch that would mark his
four years:
"Some of these efforts will also require dedication — perhaps even some
sacrifice — from you.
"But if we all cooperate and make
modest sacrifices, if we learn to live
thriftily and remember the importance
of helping our neighbors, then we can
find ways to adjust and to make our
society more efficient and our own lives
more enjoyable and productive."
There is little likelihood Reagan will
present his plan in such language.
When he goes before the television
cameras in the White House tonight,
Reagan will not "lay . out the
sacrifices," in the words of one aide.
There will be no hair shirt for the
American public while Ronald Reagan
tells us how to extricate ourselves from
our economic problems.
"We're not going to tell you you have
to be miserable to get out 4t th$S," the
Reagan aide said.
But there may also be a familiar ring
to the speech.

Named as superlatives at Murray
High School were Zetta Yates, Betty
Hutson, William Thomas Parker, Gene
Cohoon, Rob Ray, Lochie Faye Hart,
Jimmy Jones, Ann Perry, and Gene
Hendon.
Deaths reported include Alvie
Marine..
A meeting of tobacco growers will be
held today at the Little Chapel, Murray
State College.
Boy Scouting in Calloway and Marshall Counties has increased over 50 per
cent in the past year.
S. V. Foy, county agent, announced
today that pine and locust seedlings are
again available from the County
Agent's office.
Flavor-kist crackers are listed at 32
cents per pound in the ad for Garrison's
Market this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Wyoming Mall" starring Stephen
McNally and Alexis Smith.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 9, the 40th day
of 1981. There are 325 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 9,' 1825, the House of
Representatives elected John Quincy
Adams president because the national
election had failed to give any candidate an electoral majority.
On this date:
In 1718, French colonists arrived in
Louisiana.
In 1942, the former French liner Norrnandie burplidAnd capsized at a New
York pier as it was being outfitted as a
troop transport during World War II.
In 1943, the World War II Pacific battle of Guadalcanal ended with an
American victory.
And in 1962, Jamaica became an independent nation within the British
Commonwealth.
Ten years ago: An earthquake in the
Los Angeles area killed at least 64 people.
Five years ago: Patricia Hearst
testified that she took part in a bank
robbery only because she was threatened with death.
One year ago: Iranian President Barn
Sadr warned militants occupying the
U.S. Embassy that they must obey the
will of the government, but the
militants insisted they would heed only
the Ayatollah Khomeini.
Today's birthdays: Former
Secretary of State Dean Rusk is 72.
Country music veteran Ernest Tubb is
67.
Thought for`today:- The worst thing
about a quarrel is that you always
remember to bring up things you ought
to forget — Anonymous.
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RUNNERUP IN CONTEST - Michael Burchett, rig I, runnerup in the Kentucky farm
Bureau Discussion Meet Contest, was presented a plaque by Carmon Parks, left, of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau. Burchett, chairman of the Calloway County Farm
Bureau Young Farmers and second vice president of the organization, entered the
state contest by virtue of being district winner in the discussion contest. He dealt with
two subjects -"Sources Of Energy Farmers Will Use In the Future" and "How Government Rules and Regulations Interfere In Efficient Farming Operations." Burchett said
Petroleum products will be used as a primary source of energy, but that in the non-todistant future other products, such as gasohol may become the prime source of
energy in his first topic. In his second topic, he emphasized that too much paper work,
too many restrictions, and interference through regulations, increased costs caf
productions which results in lower profits which in turn tends to destroy initiative to
produce. Burchett and his wife, Debbie, farm in partnership with his father, Clinton
Burchett, and brother-in-law, Max Gore, on the northwest side of Calloway County.
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Wood To Head SCS Operation

1979
Conservation tillage acres
No-011 acres

ed to place the seed in the soil
- a one time operation. Herbicides are used to kill vegetatkon normally controlled by
tillage practices. This method
uses less than one seventh the
amount of diesel fuel as does
1979 Acreage 3.544.690
19118 Acreage. 3.758.6110
TILLAGE WORKSHEET
19116
ACRLAGE-CORN,SOYBEAN AND
SMALL GRAIN
Coaseatimial
AREA
IWO
1979
Area 1
412.561
i.r.a 2
606.730
589 .1;6
384,118
791,216
Area 3
103.960
Arca 4
76,97i
Arca 5
96,619
Arca 8
1.668 Tie
total
Expanded
Acreage
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listen, e re the agricultural credit specialists
• -your Production Credit Assnriation. Our ban
officers have professional training, the lending
experience and good advice when it comes to
financing almost any sound production purpose.
And PCA offers several, special services to.help you
plan and manage your agricultural operation
At PCA were open to new ideas Well back good
ones with credit dollars. So when you have ideas
or plans for your operation,come see us-we make
a good sounding board and are a sound source
of ag credit
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Farmers Home Administration
Opens Office

We're agriculture's
leading,lending hand.
0 Let's talk;

hday
in the

Jackson Purchase PCA
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641 N. Murray
7534602
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Your Heinold manager
puts FINANCIAL CLOUT
in your community!

• NorNew
I as a
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assistant state conservationist
in New Hampshire in 1973 and
five years later became the
state conservationist for
Maine.
Wood, a U.S. Army veteran,
did undergraduate work at
Bridgewater College and
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and holds a masters degree in
resource administration from
the University of Montana.
He grew up on his family's
beef cattle farm in central
Virginia and is an ardent
horseman. His horses have
raced in Maryland, New
Jersey and on other New
England tracks.
He has been a member of
such 'organizations as the Soil
Conservation Society - of
America, National Association of Conservation Districts,
Chamber of Commerce, and
Ruritan. He has received
recognition from the New
Hampshire Association of
Conservation Districts for
outstanding contributions t
soil and water conservaticn
and has been nominated as a
Fellow with the Soil Conservation Society of America.
Wood and his wife. Norma,
will be residing in the Lexington area.

The Farmers Home Administration has opened a fulltime office in the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Persons in Calloway and
Marshall Counties desiring information or assistance from
Farmers Home should contact
the local agency at 753-0162.
Office hours are from 8 a.rn
to 4:30 p.m.
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That's the average amount each Heinold
Market manager paid in the past 12
months to hog producers in his community.
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Heinold's strong daily bid on alt weights
and types of hogs means a steady, reliable
source of income for area pork producerswhich in turn means a healthier, more
vibrant economy for rural America.
Heinold's commitment to a healthy,

Pork Has
Misprint In
Pesticide Applicator Uniform Quality
Quality grades for pork are
Cards Reported
not as widely used as they are
A misprint in the expiration
date of plastic cards of certified private pesticide applicators has been reported by
Don M. Lamar, director of the
division of pesticides.
The cards, used in the program for farmers' purchase
and use of restricted-use
pesticides, were printed with a
wrong expiration date of
December 1980, Lamar said.
Lamar added that all cards
are valid, regardless of the expiration date.

thing
ways
ought

contain dangerous amounts of _
nitrate.
Farmers who notice clinical
signs of nitrate poisoning in
their cattle also should contact
their veterinarian, said Kadel.
/Cadet said producers may
submit samples to the
diagnostic laboratory through
local veterinarians.

Pork Has More
Rib Variety
To Offer

prosperous rural America goes beyond
paying top dollar for your hogs. In 1980,
Heinold instituted its Rural Awards Program,
a 140,000 awards program to improve life in
rural America
Whenever you have hogs to sell, check
with the man who has your hog marketing
interests at heart -that's your Heinold Hog
Market manager. He puts you and your
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61.95
64.95
69.95
73.95
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Carrico's
Service Center

9th 8. Sycamore

Murray

All Prices Include F .E .1 .. Mounting 8. Balancing. So Hurry
While They Last.

finance charges

from date of purchase
•
offer also applies to you,
purchase of anew Case 4-WD ($2000 rebate offer below)
wot be waived

May 1 1987

Remember this

on new Case 4-WD's
if you buy one of our new Case 4-wheel
drive farm tractors-- model 4490 4690 or
4890 -- between February 1 1981 and
February 28 1981 Case wilt send you a

check tot $2000 00 or you can apply the
rebate towards your down payment

NOTE

Government Agencies Depart-

.ments do not.gualify for rebate

Both offers extended thru February 28. 1981.
See us now!

McKeel Equipment rgm

,.

1.. •

P1 85/75R13

ite

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

,

•-

as low as

$2000
REBATE

Grain
Merchandising

•

4-season radial
performance at
an economical
price
No more winter
tire changeover
A good friend
to have on the
road

If you buy any of our new Case farm tractors or a used farm tractor of any make
between February 1 1981 and February
28 1981 and finance it through J 1 Case

503 Walnut

AS /11 II ALM

If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us'

on all new Case tractors, until May 1,1981.

V# 753-3404

•

Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!

WAIVER
OF FINANCE
CHARGES

community first!

•

Murray
PCA Office Building

P195/75R14
P205,75R14

Pork has more. rib variety
to offer than the familiar spareribs and back ribs. For a new
approach to a tasty rib treat,
barbecue country style ribs on
the grill. These meatier ribs
are made by splitting the blade
end of the pork loin. They
contain part of the prized loin
eye muscle and either rib bones
or back bones. For easy broiling and eating, it is best to select country style ribs that
have been cut into single nb
sections

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT St
SOYBEANS

Call Collect
Fancy Farm
502-623-6304

me r
is 72.
ibb is

for other meats such as beef
and lamb. Most hogs are marketed at approximately six
months of age and therefore
tend to yield uniformly tender
products, explains the National
Live Stock and Meat Board.
Most pork is, however, federally inspected. This inspection assures you of wholesomeness and guarantees that
the animal was healthy prior
to slaughter and that all processing was conducted under
sanitary conditions_

At The

radial tire.

Nitrate Poisoning Kills Cattle
which may have excessive
amounts of nitrate.
"Producers with reason to
believe that hay contains excessive nitrate should consult
with their local veterinarian,"
Kadel said, "and have hay'
specimens forwarded to the
diagnostic laboratory in
Hopkinsville."
Kadel said only specimens
which producers suspect as
having high nitrate content
should be tested. He said hay
which has been grown in
heavily fertilized fields may

Outpost Office

Get The all New
ATLAS AMIGO
all
season
steel-betted

2,639,202 Si,,,
3,069,275 5
5.708,178 1 go,t.

3,337.530 2 gallons
3.101,576 5 gallon,
6.742.106 7 gallons
1979 total gallons saved'5,708,478 1:$ 95 diesel fuel cost
85,123.051 1
IMO total gallons saved 6,712.106 7:$ 95 diesel(uel cost.
86.405.5)13
12,150,584x %equals $11.828,055 sased
Kentuckians saved i25 million gallons of fuel in 1979-1980 at an estimated value of $11.8 million

Nitrate poisoning has been
diagnosed to be the cause of
death for 18 cattle in Robertson County, Tennessee, according to Dr. Wade /Cadet, director of the Murray State
University
Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research
Center in Hopkinsville.
Dr. Kadel said the death of
the cattle was caused by the
eating of sudan hay which contained a 3 percent nitrate content. He added there may be
more farms in the West Kentucky and Tennessee region

LAN D BANK

751.6.

gallonssaved per acre
gallons saved
Total

Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Groin & Seed

TO THE TUNE OF $5.5 MILLION PER YEAR!
Hog

2.031.612
751,696:1.41
1,279,916x2.66

"SERVING THE
PURCHASE
ENTIRE
rn®
AREA"

an inritish

in the
I peo-

1,153,863:2 66

1900
a. Conservation tillage acres
No-till acres
Minunum till. etc

planted using conservation
tillage systems than conventional ones, Wood pointed out
-In 1979, 49 percent of the
corn, soybeans and small
grain acres were planted
under conservation systems
These figures rose to 54 per•
IWO.-

5.

19:9
483.639
'0.070
241.534
ItT2.551
+1638
98.182
1.627.614
491.
1.74.58
491.

gallons saved
•
per acre
gallons saved per acre
Total

-591,115:4 41

convention tillable with four
cultivation trips through the
field. On the average no till
decreases fuel consumption to
.88 gallons per acre.
"The Soil Conservation Service survey indicated that for
the first time in the state's
history more acres were

tenser.alien Tillage

1,718,278

Muumum 511, etc

LEXINGTON - Eddie L. conservationist in Maine. He
Wood, a 27-year career civil replaces Glen E. Murray, who
service employee, has. assum- retired on Dec. 27,1980.
ed leadership of the 300 perWood began his career as a
sonnel work force for the U.S. soil conservation aid in 1954 at
Soil Conservation Service Charlottesville, Virginia. He
SCS operation in Kentucky.
progressed up the SCS ranks
Wood, a Virginia native, working in various Virginia
was previously the SCS,,state locations. He was promoted to

r Coland
in inGirl

%V

_ The special survey involved
a comparison between traditional cropping patterns and
conservation tillage systems.
The traditional, also known as
conventional tillage, consumes on the average 5.32
gallons of fuel per acre. Conservation tillage systems require only .88 to 2.66 gallons of
fuel per acre depending on the
level of management and the
type of conservation practices
to
according
eniployed

previous KS reports.
He pointed out,
That
energy saving-increase
emerged while comparing the
differences between conventional and conservation tillage
farming. Overall, 3,779,890
acres were planted using a
conservation tillage system
for a fuel savings of approximtely 12.5 million gallons of
diesel fuel in 1979 and 1980.
The economic value was arrived at using a price of $.95
per gallon fo diesel fuel."
Conservation tillage encompasses a series of techniques
both cultural and managerial
in nature designed to conserve
energy,save labor and control
erosion. There are two
primary facts.
One facet involves such
practices as crop residue
management, cover crops,
contour planting, grassed
waterways, and reduced
tillage methods that leaves the
crop residue on the surface.
activities
These
either
singularly or in a combination
help reduce fuel consumption
on the average from 5.32 to
2.66 gallons per acre.
The other area is called notill farming. In entails no
tillage at all except that need-

FUEL SAVINGS DUE TO CONSERVATION TILLAGE SYSTEMS
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LEXINGTON - Kentucky
farmers saved an estimated
$11.8 million worth of fuel during the last two years according to a special survey made
public today from the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service (SCSI.
-The estimated savings are
based on planted acreages of
3,540,000 in 1979 and 3,750,000
in 1980 of corn, soybeans and
small grain crops," SCS State
Conservationist Eddie L.
Wood said.
"Energy conscious farmers
increased their planted acres
in 1980 some 5.9 percent,"
Wood stated. "But in contrast,
they increased their fuel saving efforts by an impressive 18
percent over the previous
year."

•
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Sleets, Davis Make Difference At End

Hammonds Is Eye In The Storm
As Racers Slide By EKU,62-60
By DAVID HIBBITIN
Spurts Editor
When Murray State had tc
have it, fora ard Keruiey Hammonds summoned his best
once again to lead the Racers
past Eastern Kentucky. in a
veritable donnybrook Saturday night, 62-60.
Flashing through the huge
Eastern (rant line, which MSU
coach Run Greene said is as
tough as his team will face this
season even without as
suspended Dwayne Smith,
Haimnonds found his position
for a flurry of key second half
offensive rebounds to keep
Murray in front most of the
way.
On a night when words
belween coaches flared and
-bodies were crashing under

the boards, Rammonds was
the silken wonder everyone
has always known he can be as
he sliced through all the bulk
underneath for 14 rebounds
and 1; points.Even with all the bruising
punishment each team was
delivering the other in probably the most rugged battle
under the boards this season,
it was Hanunonds who absorbed the game's most momentous injury late in the game.
-Everyone has been on me
to come around," Hammonds
said. wincing in pain as the
shoe on his injured foot was
being removed. "We just
wanted to beat Eastern."
If the Racers win had indeed been as ordinary as one

team just a siting to Isthe
other, the chances are that
Greene and EKU coach Ed
Byhre would not have had
their confrontation dunng the
first half when Greene said he
was just trying to keep the officials and his team from being intimidated.
So. while everyone else was
getting closer and closer to the
edge, Hammonds just set his
sights on playing the game he
knows best.
"I just relaxed tonight and
went ahead and played:*
Hammonds said. "I was not
going to get mad at mysflf."
His determination to relax
ultimately had an impact on
how the final nullities swung
around in the Racers' favor
yet again.

Alter going to the dressing
room to have his foot wrapped
a ith Murray leading 54-52.
Hammonds was only able to
atch from the bench as
Eastern forward Anthony
Conner surged through the
MSU .defense for two
follow ups and a 58-54 lead with
2:55 remaining.
But, as he sat there, his
frustration did not show. '
So, finally, his opportunity
returned.
After guard Latnatit Sleets.
the Racers' favorite ace in the
clutch, had hit the two free
throws to give Murray a 60-58
lead after reserve forward
Walt Davis had tied the game
011 a 20-footer, Haimnonds was
reinserted into the lineup.
With only 33 seconds re-

SLICING THROUGH THE (KU DEFENSE — MSU forward
Kenney Hammonds(44)came alive in the second half for
10 of his 14 rebounds and 1201 his 17 points.

11,

maining. Hanunonds was in
the 1111C0111111011 position on the
point of a sagging zone as he
was assigned to shut off
Eastern guard Bruce Jones,
who finished with 18 points, as
he looked inside for guard
Tommy Baker, who COMpleted the EKU tandem's hot
night by scoring 20.
Whichever direction Jones
looked, Hammonds was there,
even as he hobbled somewhat
on his lame foot.
So, by the time Baker had
taken the pass inside. Hammonds had helped run off
enough time to force the more
hurried shot.
"I just did not want Baker to
get the ball," Hammonds said
about the pressure he was expected to apply under the conditions.
"We did not want to lose
tonight, especially when,
everybody came out to support us with an overflow
crowd listed as capacity at
5,550 1.Most of all, Hammonds'
emergence was noticed by
Greene and ,the rest of the
team, which played better
with an added boost in its
lineup.
"I think he showed the way
he was capable of playing,"
Greene said. "It was a matter
of his being mentally
prepared."
"Kenney was jumping better than at any time I have
seen him," MSU center
Michael Bates, who had eight
rebounds of his own, said. "He
was almost at the top of the
backboard.
"We thought Memphis State
was a rough game. but this
one may have been rougher."
Racer forward Glen Green,
who was also given some help
with the brunt of the rebounFINDING THE INSIDE BATTLE A BRUISING ONE — MSU forward Glen Green (21) is
ding, finished with five as
fouled on the way up for this shot. Green hit all eight of his free throws for the game.
Murray's front line combined
MURRAY STATE 62. EASTERN SD
for 27 rebounds to take a 38-35
tgm-a ftm-a rb pt tp
there a little too me. I shot it with confidence F-aatern
advantage over the Colonels ing to get
when
in
going
0-0 15 5
34
was
it
knew
and
A Conner
the
of
control
lost
soon, Davis
04 1 1 2
1-2
for the game.
Robmson
S
it left my hand."
04 4 4 .1
2-2
D Jenkins
"When Kenney conies along ball only to have Sleets be in
Greene preferred the latter
0-3 1 2 18
9-17
Jones. '
positiorrftir the save and then to sonic of the other exploits B.
like this, it gives us an added
0-1 3 3 20
10-19
T Baker
backhanded
his
01-4
on
04
2-4
fouled
be
Stepp
E
"We
said.
Green
dimension,"
'attempted by Davis.
3-4 5 4 .1
0-2
J Harkins
shot.
scoop
this
for
worked on blocking out
1-2 2 2 .1
.. 1-3
A Martin
Then, in another hurried
"I.am not interested in the Team Rebounds •
- game."
28-57 4.10 35 22 OD
moment, Davis had a super dupers when the game TOTALS
As much as Bates and Green
49.1 40.0
breakaway only to have his is not on ice," Greene said. "I Percentages ..
.
were given more control with
dunk attempt bounce back like good execution."
Igm-a 1tm-a rb pi tp
Murra) State
Hammonds assuming more of
8-8 5 2 12
2-10
Green
0
releasbeing
after
him
statement
toward
Greene also had a
the load, it was Davis- who was
.1-5 14 2 17
7-14
K Hammonds
ed too soon.
about the meeting with Byhre Si Bates
041 8 2 4
.0-4
there for the turnaround while
5-6 2 1. 1.:e.
5-15
Sleets
L
during the firSt half.
Hammonds was on the bench.
-We knew we needed to hit
2-2 1 1 2
0-6
li Stewart .
After Sleets had cut the the boards hard," Davis said.
0.0 1 2 4
M McKinney. . 2-3
"I am sorry it happened," W Davis
2-2 2 1 4
1-2
score to- 58-56, Davis broke "Kenney had his best game
2-3 2 1 2
T Slauhter . 0-1
Eastern's string of offensive ever. I have never seen him he said. "But I have to fight J Smith
00 1 1 2,
1-1
2
rebounds by going high after a - blocking off and jumping as for my team: I have to make Team Rebounds
in- TOTALS
sure they are no
26.56 22-25 30 13 62
miss by Jones. Seconds later, well as he did.
88.0
7
35
Pereentages
timidated."
.
he knotted the score.
70 30 - 60
"For rue, that was really enEastern Kentucky
. Even with Greene's help, Murray
Then, Davis made one of the -Couraging while I was in the
'7 '26-62
State
(Hticials - Dale Kelly!, Jnii Roo.t.
plays that made the difference game toward the end. I decid- Hammonds was going to make
Parramure Attendance - 5.550
sure it did not happen,either.
but had Greene wishing for a ed I had to play well.
little more execution. •
"I was not going to take it
After stealing the ball.
the shot that tied the game at
Davis took off for the basket in
front of the pack. But, in try- 58-all ), but they dropped off

Staff Photos Its David Hbbitts

Lady Racers Blasted By Eastern
With Eastern Kentucky
guard Lisa Goodin PrOving to
be more than,it could handle,
the Murray, State women's
team suffered its worst
homecourt loss of the season
Saturday,95-75.
The Lady Racers grabbed
an early 12-6 lead, but once the
Lady Colonels began to roll
behind Goodin, the Score had
turned around to 30-16 before
it was stretched to 47-28 in
favor of Eastern by halftime.
For the Racers, freshmen
reserves Mina Todd and Lori
Barrett were put into the
lineup in an attempt to turn
the game around. While the
pair could only help MSU stay
even with Eastern in the second half, they' were able to
top the scoring with IS and 14
points, respectively

"Janice McCracken) and
Laura (Lynn) could not hit,"
MSU coach Jean Smith said
about making the change for
her senior guards. "I have
thought I.ori was coming on
strong all year. I am very
pleased about that.
''Defensively,
Eastern
played a very good game.
They did a lot better job than
they did up there (in the
Racers' earlier 77-74 win).
-They were very fired up,
and we had one of our worst
shooting nights of the season.
"Goodin ate us up. We could
not stop her or Hagan
Freda). They were switching
around ind setting screens."
Smith could not determine
what caused the Racers to fall
so far after playing Tennessee
Tech Close last week and Ihen

beating Morehead a couple of
nights before.
"I thought we played pretty
decent against Morehead."
Smith said. "I know we peaked at Tech. Beyond that, we
have not been as sharp.
-Right now, I am very inour
about
terested
possibilities," she added about
playing Barrett and Todd as
much as she did.
Murray State's record
now 11-12 overall as it
Evansville in a 5:15 gall..
tomorrow night.
28 4; 7,
.
Murray State
4; 40-- 9.)
Eastern Kentucky
%rosy State i75t- Jeanette Flowirn 4
.
0-08. Nancy Flynn n
3 0-0 6. Laura Lynn
•. . •
k. 4 24, 10, Cher
Crac,
1.0ri Barrett v2-314. M.II la hi'..
0. Bridgette Wyche 4 4-8 12 M.
'1
2-2 16, Shell) Steuilowim,
'
Marianne Itaucain SHill h
CIA!

Forde Qualifies For NCAA Meet
(()MING OFF THE BF,114CH MSU guard Mina Todd (41)
was a bright spot on a dim night, scoring 16 points in -the
Lady Racers'95-75 loss to Eastern Kentucky.

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. By
finishing second in the 440yard run in a time 01 48.14 at
the Indiana Invitational Track
Meet this weekend, Murray
State's Elvis Forde qualified
for the NCA A Indoor Charn-pionships.
Forde also combined with
Alfred Brown, Everton Cor,

nelitt.s and Tony Smith, vi ho
was third in the 600-yard run
in a time of 1111.64, to give the
MSU miley relay team a
fourth place finish in 3:15.9.
In the shotput. Andy Vince
broke the MSU school record
with a toss ofe65‘511..Stan Simmons wi% fifth in 'the event at
53-73-4
• "
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Murray State also got fourth
and fifth place finishes from
Eddie Wedderburn and Barry
Atwell in times of 2:12.85 and
2:13.10, respectively, in the
1,000-yard run.
Jerry °dim was fifth in the
mile at '4:13.24 while Richard
Charleston took siicth with a
9:01.68'finish.

Eastern Kentucky 195 - Sandy
Mukes 3 8-8 14, Tina Wermuth (1-2 13:
Sandy Gneb 2 4-4 8; Marsha Charles 20-0
4, Lisa Goodin 10 70 27: Chancellor
Dugan 1 3-4 5, Freda Hagan 6 8-9 20.
Joan Loth 02.22, Sand) K•nkton L0-02
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Remember The 10th!

Pay By Mail
the 10th of each month is a very important dole to your newspaper carrier Your carrier mull
receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see these carriers ore independent business men and women They buy their papers from
us at wholesale cost ond sell them to you at the retail delivery role When you don't poy them by
the 10th. they hove to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time Can bean inconvenience for you and your carrier
paying may mail is o simple way to avoid getting caught without the right change and you
So.
ovoid the bother of monthly collections '
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Lakers Find Way To Win
Despite Letdown,66-55
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
HICKMAN, Ky. — It finally
happened, After riding an
emotional crest for the past
three games,Calloway County
finally let down. But the difference between this letdown,
and some of those that the
Lakers had experienced in
earlier contests is that they
found a way to win this time.
Calloway overcame 19 team
turnovers and a sticky Fulton
County press to defeat the
Pilots, 06-55,Saturday night.
"We had to work for this
one," Calloway head coach
Chic Nute said. "There is no
question that we were a little
flat after our win against Farmington. We had enough pride
about us to come back and do
what we had to do to win."
The Lakers were deserving
of a small letdown following
Friday night's 109-57 pasting
of Farmington and they indulged themselves for threeand-a-half quarters against
Fulton County.
Calloway sputtered into a
47-41 lead heading into the
final period, scoring on just
enough occasions to keep the
Pilots at bay.
Keith Lovett opened the
fourth period with a layup and
Dan Key added a pair of 19foot jumpers from the corner
to raise the Calloway advantage to 10, 53-43, midway
through the period.
When the Lakers went into

their familiar four-corner offense at the 3:34 mark, the
game appeared to be in the
bank.
But the pesky Pilots harassed the usually reliable
Calloway stall game into
several turnovers as they
scratched back to within two,
at 55-53, with 1:57 left in the
game.
I thought we ran the fourcorner pretty well," Nute
said. "We had a couple of turnovers but we achieved what
we wanted, working some of
the time off the clock.'
Fulton County's Darrell
Holder led the late charge,
pouring in 10 of his game-high
24 points in the fourth period.
With Calloway stubbornly
remaining in its ball control
offense, the Pilots were forced
to foul the Lakers in a vain attempt to get the ball.
Calloway hit seven of 10 free
throw tries in the final minute
and a half to preserve its second straight win. The
triumph lifted the takers'
season record to 6-11.
"I was pleased with the fact
that we could have such a
down game and still come
away with the win," Note
said. "Every time they got
close we came through with
the big bucket. We hit some
pressure free throws in a
clutch situation down the
stretch."
Despite the off night,
Calloway had its fourth

straight impressive shooting
performance. The I Akers
nailed 27 of 45 floor shots for
an even 60 percent from the
field.
That total marks the third
time in the last four games
that Calloway has shot 60 percent or better as a team.
'Our shooting has been very
good in the past few games,"
Nate said. "When we run our
offense correctly, we get a lot
of layups. That helps our
verage."
Lovett led a quartet of
I.akers _making double
figures, hitting nine of 14 field
goals to finish with 21 points.
Key added 16 points and Craig
Darnell and Jeff Garrison added 12 and 10. respectively.
"I thought we played good
defense," Note said. "Jeff
Garrison, in particular,
played a good defensive game.
He took four charges and
blocked out well on the
boards." Garrison's four charges
were taken against Fulton
County's two big guns, Holder
and Bernard Mclntee.
The two Pilots combined for
44 of their team's 55 points.
Garrison's play sent both
players to the bench in foul
trouble for portions of the second half.
Calloway scrambled into a
14-12 lead at the end of the first
quarter, going scoreless for
the first three minutes of the
contest before Lovett hit a

layup.
The Lakers continued to
stay on top, taking a 29-25 lead
into the locker room at the
half. Garrison hit SI% of his
points in the second quarter to
lead Calloway..
Opening up a 10-point lead
several times in the third
quarter. Calloway seemed on
the verge of breaking the
game open, but could not
shake the tenacious Pilots.
Darnell came off the bench
in the third quarter to throw in
eight much-needed points. The
sophomore guard has come off
the bench to score 45 points in
the last four games, many of
them coming in bunches.
"Craig has done a fine job
coming off the bench for us,"
Nate said. "He comes in and
gets us moving. He has the
speed to drive to the basket
and he has been hitting his outside shot well, too."
The Lakers displayed their
unselfish passing again Saturday night, dishing off for 19
assists, with guard Brad
Miller handing out seven to
lead the team.
Calloway travels to
Brookport, Ill., Tuesday night.
Calloway Conway Ida, — Dan Key ;2-3
16; Keith lovett 93-3 21, Jeff Garrison 4
2-5 10; Brad Miller 0 3-5 3; Craw Darnell
5 2-2 12: Ricky Haiku,. 1 0-0 2; Marty
MeCuiston 1 0.42, Jeff Butterworth 0 0-1
0. 27 12-1966
Fulton County ‘551 — Darrell Holder
10 0-6 24; Gary Bishop 00.0 0, Bernard
McIntee 9 2-1 20, Frank Bishop 2 0-0 4.
Bryan Nall 0 0-2 0; Davis Mangold 044.0
0; Marvin Tucker 3 1-2 7; Chad Argo 00.1
(
0.,.2141.
07-1,,555,
(,,unty
14 1"
Fulton County .
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Tigers Complete Perfect
Trip With 61-54 Victory
HENDERSON, Ky. — Murray High completed a
weekend road trip to northern
Kentucky Saturday night,
finishing off a perfect venture
with a 61-54 win over Henderson County.
Henderson had already
defeated defending state
champion Owensboro earlier
this year, while the Tigers
began their weekend with a 72-

4

68 win over McLean County quarter before the Tigers better. but I'm not worried.
Friday night.
began to awaken. Murray us- We still have time to work on
"They were a big team," ed its fullcourt press to ring up it
Murray head coach Cary the final five points of the
The Tigers nailed 13 of 15
Miller said, "and they gave us period and trail just 16-11 at free throws in the final period
some problems early. We used the first stoP.
to hold off the desperate
our quickness to put a lot of
They used their height to get Henderson comeback. Howie
pressure on them and then up on us early," Miller said. Crittenden hit eight of 10 atmade our free throws in the ;We went to our fullcourt .- tempts in the contest and
final quarter."
press and got back into the David McMillen came off the
Henderson spurted into a 16- ball game."
bench to can three of four
6 lead late in the opening
Murray continued to keep tosses to lead the Murray free
the defensive pressure on, throw effort.
harassing taller Henderson inAs a team, the Tigers hit 25
to 21 turnovers for the game. of 31' free throw attempts
The Tigers limited their while Henderson County conmistakes to just 12 for the con- verted on just 12 of 22 free
Lest.
throw tries.
"We pressed on and off dur"Our free' throw shooting
ing the game to keep them carried us tonight," Miller
honest," Miller said. "The said. -Everyone was concenbusiness student at Murray more the game progressed. trating.
"Our kids are all conState and a former member of the better our defense got. The
the MSU football team, was kids were determined to play tributing in whatever way
not frightened with the spec- well this weekend. They did a they can. We have been gettacular accident but said, fine job against a tough oppo- ting a good effort out of all the
kids who have been playing."
holding his aching shoulder, nent."
Mixing their watertight
Once again, it was the quick
"Did you know that ice
defense with some good out- Tiger guards who shouldered
burns?"
He explained that he hoped side shooting, the Tigers the scoring burden. Crittenden
to finish among the first 10 in outscored their hosts 22-11 in led all scorers with 18 points.
the championships, his first the second period to forge into The senior ace also pulled
down a team-high nine reappearance in an interna- a 33-27 halftime lead.
Murray expanded its lead to bounds.
tional event.
Gary Sims added 16 points
"However, we were lucky as nine, 46-37, going into the final
we did not suffer any serious period, getting several and four steals, and third
injury." the Portage. Wis.', baskets on some good inside guard Todd Bradshaw led
dative' Said Sattirday altar -work by center Jimmy West Murray with in assists Witt
and forwards Robin Roberts five.
that accident.
"I am very pleased with our
Morgan, of Saranac Lake, and Stuart Alexander.
"I was very pleased with the effort," Miller said. ''We are
N.Y., had his throat cut and
fractured his jaw and neck play of our inside people," getting better every game. If
when his sled overturned at Miller said."Once we got over we keep playing with the inthe final banked turned, with our slow start, we got the ball tensity we have had in the past
few games, we will be all
his head hitting the icy walls inside on them real Well.
"Jimmy West played a good right."
repeatedly.
The Tigers carry a 12-6
The U.S. team is currently defensive game, shutting off
on the way back home. Adkip- their best scorer, Robin mark into Tuesday night's
son is expected to be back at Roberts had eight rebounds home game against Mayfield.
Murray High 'Oil — Gary Sims 6 4-5
Murray State by the end of and Stuart Alexander blocked
two shots. It was a good effort 16; Todd Bradshaw 02-2 2;‘110wie Critthis week.
tenden 5 8-10 18 Bohm Roberts 2 4-6 8,
by our front line." • .
Jimmy West 1 4-1 6; Stuart Alexander 4
WEST KY ECONOMY CAR CENTER
Henderson County began to 0-0 8; David McMillan 0 3-4 3. Ronnie
Pace0 0-00. i025-3i 61.
put the pressure on in the
Henderson County 454 — Buclunan 2
fourth quarter, using a press 4-SO, Veal 4 3-6 11: Pierce 3 1-2 7; Terry 4
of its own to cut the Tiger lead 2-2 10. Catlin 4 i-69, Pntehett 4 I-1 9
.larrett 0000. 21 12-22 54.
to five several times.
Murray High.. .
... 11 22 13 15 - 61
Henderson County
16 II 10 17 --- 54
Henderson
The heavy
pressure forced Murray to
Spread things out, opting for a
ball control offense to nullify a
scrambling defense
"They put a lot of pressure
on us in the fourth quarter,"
Miller said. "We opened
The Calloway County junior
things up, slowed them down varsity ran an
effective stall
and made them come out and offense throughout the second
get us.
half, and then exploded for six
in - white beige top low
"They were forced to foul us' points in the
final minute to
to try to get back in the game. outdistance Fulton
County 34Fortunately, we made a good 26.
throws.
free
our
number of
Leading 26-22 at the half, the
"Overall, I was fairly happy Lakers put on a clinic-perfect
the
we
ran
with the way that
display of the four-corner ofball control offense. We miss- fense in the second hag.
ed some opportunities when Calloway allowed just four
,we could have scored, but we Pilot paints in the final 12
didn't do a bad job running it. minutes to take the win. 'We need to run it a little
WISE KY 11(050410 CAR (INTER
Bryan TebbetLs led all

U.S. Bobsledder Is
Killed, Atkinson Hurt
'CORTINA D'AMPEAZZO,
Italy — The death of
American bobsledder Jim
Morgan Sunday at the world
four-man championships here
overshadowed the two-day
four-heat competition in which
a Murray State University student, Loid Atkinson, was a
participant. •

2
62

se
62

Morgan, the 32-year-old
driver of the No. 1 U.S. team,
was killed in a third-heat accident Sunday marring the victory
of
Bernhard
..Germeshausen,. who drove
,East Germany's No. 1 sled in
the championships.
Atkinson, who enjoyed his
debut Saturday, was quickly
out of the race with a bruised
right shoulder when the U.S.
No. 2 sled, in which he was an
insider, overtyrned at the last
banked curve of the twisty.
difficult Olympic track of Cortina, hurting all members of
the U.S. quartet.
Atkinson, a 22-yearold
WISE BY ECONOMY (AR (ENTER
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•
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MTSU Travels To Detroit

Simpson Hopes To Keep Smiling
By The Associated Press
Middle Tennessee, the third
place team in the Ohio Valley
Conference, plays non-league
foe iDetroit tonight and head
Coach Stan Simpson hopes
he'll get to keep smiling.
His Blue Raiders started the
season impressively, winning
at one point 12 games in a row,
before sputtering a bit and losing some crucial OVC contests
to Kentucky teams.
On Saturday, however, the
Murfreesboro school trounced
Akron 90-64 and Simpson said
after the garhe that it might
have been the season's best.
"Certainly we haven't
played any better for that long
a time,"ibe said. "Now I just
hope we can continue to play
this type basketball.
"My wife told me she'd like
to see me smile on the bench
tonight," Simpson said Saturday."Well, tonight I smiled."
But some OVC coaches who
weren't smiling, in addition to
Akron's, were those at Tennessee Tech, Morehead State
and Eastern Kentucky,
Western Kentucky beat
bottom-ranked Tech 72-59, No.
2 Murray State defeated No. 5
Eastern Kentucky 62-60, and
.No. 4 Austin Peay overpowered No. 7 Morehead State
82-69.
Tech plays Youngstown
State lonight at home, while
Western Illinois Visits Eastern
Kentucky and TennesseeMartin plays host to Murray
State in non-OVC games.
For the Hilltoppers, Tony
Wilson and Craig McCormick
scored 16 points apiece Saturday. Western Kentucky leads
the OVC with a record of 15-5
overall and 9-1 in league play.

Calloway Junior Varsity
Runs Stall Past Fulton

I
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FIRING CALLO WAY PAST FULTON COUNTY — Dan Key
(23) and Jeff Garrison (33) shoot from outside and inside
in the takers'66-55 win.

Tennessee Tech fell to 1-10 in
Beck, an all-OVC selection
the league and 4-16 for the last season, got double-figure
season.
scoring help from teammates
Eastern Kentucky's senior Rick Campbell, who hit 18
guards, Tommy Baker and points and Chris Harris, who
Bruce Jones, led their team contributed 15.
with 20 and 18 points, respecForward Joe Jakubick led
tively.
Akron's offense with 18 points.
Murray is 8-2 in the league while Ricky' Brown, a reserve
and 13-7 overall while Eastern center, got 12, and David
is 5-5 and 8-13 for the season.
Mason picked up 10 points.
Junior center Jerry Beck
points,
With the win, MTSU is 15-5
scored a game-high 27
and pulled down 13 rebounds on the year, 7-4 in the OVC.
to lead Middle Tennessee over Akron slipped to 6-15 overall,
3-7 in league play.
Akron.

garton,

The win improvp: Austin
Peay's overall recol-d to 13-9
and 6-5 in the conference.
Morehead dropped to 9-11
overall and 4-7 in the conference.

Vols Learn Lesson, Take
It Out On Cats, 87-71
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. APi
— Tennessee Coach Don
DeVoe wanted to teach
sophomore starter Dale Ellis
and his teammates a lesson.
And they' learned — at Kentucky's expense. 87-71 — in
Southeastern Conference college basketball Saturday
night.
"Dale has never been late
for a practice before," DeVoe
said, recalling his tardiness in
getting to Friday's drills. "But
he got out of town and had
some car problems. There are
rules to be followed and I think
this could help our team by

proving that we don't have to
depend on one person."
With freshman Dan Feder:
mann replacing Ellis in the
starting lineup, No. 10 Tennessee jumped ahead of No. 6
Kentucky . in the opening
minutes, albeit frequently by
only one-or two-point leads.
The Volunteers had a 14-13
edge when Ellis entered the
game,and he scored six points
in the final 11 minutes of the '
first half and added 16 in the
second half to help spoil Coach
Jne B. Hall's shot at his 200th,,
victory as Wildcat mentor.
-That Cake is going to get

stale next week," quipped
Tennessee senior center
Howard Wood, who scored 17
points while carrying four
fouls.
Hall, who would have
celebrated a victory with ai
cake complete with "200" iced
on the frosting, will grasp for
the
milestone against
Mississippi in Oxford on
Wednesday night.
"I would have to say that
this is our worst game this
year," Hall lamented. "I
thought the turning point of
the game was the second half

_

100,S Carroll Tire
& Wheel
Ivo
omvED
Alignment
MICHELIN

scorers for the Lakers with 14
points. Jeff Buttery:4th added eight points. including Bo
layups in the final minute, ;v.
Calloway edged above .500 for
the year at 8-7.
Don Hargrove pulled down,
came-high 15 rebounds for the
Lakers. .
Jell I
Calloway I minty i 344
worth 4 0-0 8, I)' .11 Tharp,' 1
Bryan Tebbetts 7 r1 14. Barr, Slbi- M
3 0-0 6. Rob Anderson 2 0-0 4, IN,
Hargrove 0.0410 17 0-1 M
Folleacounly 1284— Manigolin I-I
Argo I 0412; Tucker 3 309;Chiklers TI'
6, Nall2 0-414 ii 4-751

Drew Barton, a senior from
Chicago, hit 29 points to lead
Austin Peay over Morehead
State.
the OVC's
loading scorer with an
average 19.5 points per game,
connected on 7 of 13 field goal
attempts and 15 of 21 shots
from the line.

Large Selection of Black & White Blem Radials
15's and 14's

Infra Red Wheel
Alignment
and Computerized
Wheel Balancing

UNIROYAL

Service our Specialty — No Appointment Necessary
aux*, rba,q.
1105 POGUE AVENUE

(,)[502] 753-1489
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Mirada

Bruins Make Up For Past
Losses To Irish, 51-50

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
111111ir

Bowling
Standings

College Scores

Ps-

By The Assocuited Pres.
Saturday 's Games
EAST
American
73, Hulse.. 72
BLetoll 76, Cola...taut 71
livoton
74. lona 72
acknell 54. lehig,h 41
Dartmouth 66. Brown 66, 9i1
Delaware St 07. Bethuntsaokman $6
7)xoueunwEi. Masiewharsetta 67
Fairfield 73, Canisius 5111
Georgetown. ac. 75. St John s, N N'
68
Harvard* Mernmack 79
Howard U 74 Flanda Addi 64
t.afayette$5, Detainee 53
[...mg Island U 78, Fauleigh Dictumon
s agara 63. A.,' y1
'enn 61, 'or],,
r'"erinSt 67. N.
'itt 73, Cleveland Si. 70
Princeton 40. Columbia 3.
Rhode Island 66. Holy Cross.9
Rutgers 76, George Washington 71
St Francis. N Y 97, Pace 86
St Francis, Pa 93. Cathohe U 75
St Peter's 66. Manhattan 54
Slippery Rock 77.1ndiana, Pa 76
sy racuse III. Providence 6:
".'emple 94, Drexel 63
Toe son St 78, Robert Morris $9
erniont 64, BalUmore 60
V dianova 60, Maine 48
Wagner 90. Northeastern 86
a Virginia 89.(-CNN 46
SOUTH
11 . Misnssippi 49
sppalachian St 48. The Citadel 41
Austin Peas 82, Morehead St 69
Cincinnati 65, Memplus St 62
Duke $5, Maryland 54
E Tennessee St 76, Slarshall 75
Abburn 50
•
t leorge Mason 96, St Mary 's. Md. 88
Georgia 80, Vanderbilt 72
James Madison 72, William & Mary 60
1.musiana St. 94, Mississippi St. 88
1,owslana Tech 64, Arkaneas St. 41
I...settle EV. Florida St. 73.01
Mercer Ill. Ga Southern 70
Murray St 62. E.Kentucky 60
New Orleans 69, Georgia-St. 46
North Carolina 79. Furman 64
N.Carolma A&T 64, S.Carolina St 62,
alT
N l'arolina St. 47.52 Joseph's 42
N C -Wilmington 86. N.C.-Charlotte 73
NE Lowsiana 79, NW Louisiana 67
Old Dominion 82, Richmond 80.01
7. 5 Mississippi 71, Tulane 61
SE Loairliiiria 92, Centenary 82.01
Southern U 71, Jackson St. 611
Tennessee 87. Kentucky 71
Tv -Chattanooga 99. Davidson 85
V.aue Forest 86, Georgia Tech $6
W Carolina 9l VMI 75
W Kentucky 72. Tennessee Tech 59
MIDWEST
Ball St 91. To1edo t2
Bradley 93,Creighton 80
Dayton 94, Alcorn St 69
DePauf 77, Ala.-Birmingham 66
Evansville 102, Oklahoma Clty 80
Indiana St. 98,S.Illmois 54
Iowa 72. Illinois 66
Kansas 96, Oklahoma 67
Kansas St. E.Colorado 62
Kent St. 67, N.Illinois62
Marquette 65, Detroit 42
Miami,Ohio 69,E.Michigan 63
Michigan 71. Wisconsin 64
Minnesota 68. Northwestern 62
Missouri 70,Iowa Si . 56
Nebraska 62,Oklahoma St. 54
N Colorado 66,&Dakota St. 60
N Iowa 58, Valparaiso 54
Ohio St. 73, Michigan St. 61
Ohio U. 70. Cent. Michigan 68, 201
Purdue 68. Indiana 66
W Michigan 88. Bowling Green 79

widow a

71, Dratted;
O.74.Railer

0.7

Ariasisse,Texas Clinst•in 48
R•Ylo•86.Seullop,M,dhauiiol
Harlem 72,TexasSO
Houston, Baptist 63, HardinsSitunisis
no
Lamar 17,0W Louisiana 74
N Texas St 96. 51..14141S 72
Oral Roberts 80, Loyola, Ill 68
Rice 67.Southwestern 53
Texas AIN 65, Tens Tech 52
Tens-Arlington III , Mc NeeSie St 7.
Texas-El Paw •• New Mexico 70
Texas Southern 77, rambling
.Texas St 35. Tulsa 113.0T
FAR WEST
Annew 68, Washington 64.01
Arizona Sa 77, WastungtonSt 63
Brighani Young 62, Air Force 51
California 85. Oregon 77
l'al-Irvitie 117. Utah St 110,9)1
Denver 97, Rockmont 56
Fresno St. 72, Fullerton St 52 .
Gonraga BO. Portland U. 62
Hawaii 69, Colorado St. 64
Idaho St. 67, Boise St 63
long Beach St 60. San Jose St. 50
Montana Ga. Neil- -Rend 58
Montana St 81, N Ant...76
Oregon Si 62. Stanford 57
Oregon Tech 75, 5.0regon 56
Pacific U 94, Cal-Santa Barbara 65
Pepperchne 106, Loyola, Calif 89
San Francisco 101St Mars's, Calif 71
San Francisco St. Si. Notre Dame.
Calif 49
Santa Clara 64. U of San Diego 60
U S Inel 62. Portland St 54
Utah 95. Nev •Ias Vegas 83
Weber St. 53, Idaho 49
Wyoming 102.San Diego St. $7
EXHIBITIONS
Athletes in Action 73, East Carolina $0
Sunday's Games
EAST
Clarkson 52. Rochester Tech 40
Merrimack 90. Slate 77
SOUTH
Clemson 115,South Carolina 91
South Alabama 86. Jacksonville 65
MIDWEST
Roosevelt 78, StFrancis 59
St.Xavier 72, Oakland City 62
UL1.A 51, Notre Dame 50

Ii

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBAII.
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX --Signed Britt
Burns, pitcher. and Marvis Foley, catcher, to one-year contracts
National League
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Signed
Jerry' Martin, outfielder. to a five-year
contract
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CLEVELAND C.AVAIIF.ELS — Traded
Chad Kinch. guard. and 'a 1985 firstround draft choice to the Dallas
Mavericks for Geoff Huston, guard,'and
„
a 1965 third round draft choice
FfReTBALL
National Football League
HOUSTON OILERS—Named Dick
Nolan defensive coordinator
COLLEGE
the
OKLAHOMA—Announced
resignation of Rex Norris. defensive
coordinator.
RICE—Signed Ray Album, head football coach,too four-year contract
WASHINGTON—AnWESTERN
nounced the resignation of Chuck Randall, head basketball coach, effective at
the end of the r,eason

t.ua ling League
2441
W
Team
57
People'. Bank
48
Murray Inaurance
Thurman S arruture
42
Wilson Clean p
111,-,
Paradise Kennels
361.2
Speedway Tructiviash
36',
Fireball 5
34
.
Dennison Hunt
33
%Moore(the Moos% P
3
Hank of litanay . —.
'
'''' Si':S
HIGH TEAM''
Thurman Furniture
People s Bank
Dennison Hunt
HIGH TEAM GAME t HC
Dennison Hunt
Thurman Furniture
People's Bank
HIGH TEAM SERIES 1SC I
People's Bank
Murray Insurance
Dennison Hunt
HIGH TEAM SERIES HC
Dennison Hunt
People's Bank
Paradise Kennels
HIGH IND GAME
Barbara Hendon
Sondra Rice
lois Smith
HIGH IND GAME HC
Barbara Hendon
Kay Dyer
Sondra Rice
HIGH IND.SERIES SCI(
Lois South
Sondra Rice
Barbara Hendon
HIGH IND.SEREESIHCI
Grace Jepson
Ruth Harrison
Barbara Hendon
Sondra Rice
HIGH AVERAGES
Lois Smith
...........
Marge Hinman ..
Pat Hesselrode
Sondra Rice
Barbara Hendon
Ruth Harrison
Ethelene McCallon
Carolyn Py la
Mel Wilson
Patty Harris..

L
23
34
36,2
36
41'1
43'1
43`.
46
47
47

sot
046
7%
1012
1019
1005
2309
2184
2178
2916
2906
2652

199
19$
235
232
230
516
507
502
6137
601
601
600
171
165
162
162
159
156
154
150
DO
149

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Notre Dame's intimidating
Athletic and Convocation
Center has been the scene of a
lot of disappointments for the
UCLA basketball team_
In 1974, Notre Dame ended
the Bruins' spectacular 88game winning streak there.
The Bruins were also upset by
the Fighting Irish in 1975 and
1976 on that floor.
So they had to be thinking
about the place when they
came into South Bend over the
weekend for their big game
Sunday. They were.
"We heard that Digger
(Notre Dame Coach Digger

Phelps( said they were going for us," said UCLA's Rod
to beat us by 12 points," said Foster,"but it's still a tremenUCLA forward Mike Sanders. -dous thrill any time you can
"Coach (Larry Brown read beat a team like Notre Dame
everything that was in the twice."
paper to fire us up."
In another game Sunday inThat was Sunday morning. volving a ranked team, No. 20
Sunday afternoon, the Bruins South Alabama defeated
showed a basketful of poise Jacksonville 86-65.
and held on to a tingling 51-50
In Saturday's action,
victory that Sanders called "a second-ranked Oregon State
very big one for us."
beat Stanford 62-57; No.3
It WAS big, all right. Not on- DePaul trimmed Alabamaly did the 12th-ranked Bruins Birmingham 77-66; No.4 Louiupset the ninth-ranked Irish siana State whipped Mississipon their home court, but they pi State 94-89; No.5 Arizona
beat them for the second time routed Washington State 77this season. That hasn't hap- 63; sixth-ranked Kentucky'
pened since the 1972-73 season. was upset by No.10 Tennessee
"It wasn't the whole season 87-71; No.7 -Utah outlasted
Nevada-Las Vegas 95-83 and
eighth-ranked Wake Forest
tripped Georgia Tech 86-56.
Also, 11th-ranked North
Carolina beat Furman 79-64;
Duke upset No.13 Maryland
55-54; 14th-ranked Michigan
her heat in a time 01 7.3 in the clipped Wisconsin 71-64; 15th55-meter dash; Janice ranked Iowa defeated No. 18
Dickson was fourth in the 55- Illinois; No. 16 Brigham
meter hurdles heat in 8.8 Young whipped Air Force 62seconds; Wendy Slayton ran a 51; Purdue upset No.17 In5:17.06 mile; Diane Stewart diana 68-66 and 19th-rated
ran a 1:46.00 in the 600-meter Wichita State beat Drake 79run; and the sprint medley 67.
team finished in a time of
Rory White hit all nine of his
4:21.09.
shots from the field for 18
The team consisted of points and Ed Rains scored 21
Dickson, Payne, Slayton and points to lead South Alabama
Glenvira Williams.
past Jacksonville.

Six Records Broken
By Murray Women
LOUISVILLE — In the
women's college competition
at the Mason-Dixon games
this weekend, six members of
the MSU team broke school
records. .
Allison Manley was the only
member of the team to reach a
final as she finished fifth in the
long jump at 19 feet, 13-4 inches.
Angela Payne was fourth in

Sixers Hold Off Lakers, 102-99

Chicago Bulls 128-109, the San
By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
, Antonio Spurs shaded the
Dallas Mavericks 102-98, the
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
New York Knicks trimmed the
The last time the Los Angeles
New Jersey Nets 116-102, the
Lakers were in Philadelphia
indiana Pacers thrashed the
was a Magic night —42 points,
Detroit, Pistons 124-101, the
15 rebounds and seven assists
by Earvin -Magic" Johnson 'Golden State Warriors downed
the Utah Jazz 107-101, theas the Lakers nailed down the
Seattle SuperSonics crushed
1980 National Basketball
the Denver Nuggets 133-112,
Association championship in
the Phoenix Suns outlasted the
the sixth game of the series.
Washington Bullets 113-107 in
But the Lakers' brilliant
overtime and the Portland
guard was on the sidelines
Trail Blazers edged the KanSunday, as he has been since
sas City Kings 129-123 in overhe suffered torn knee cartime.
tilage nearly three months
Julius Erving, Darryl
ago. He's still at least two
Dawkins and Maurice Cheeks
weeks away from returning to
topped the 76ers with 16 points
action and without him the
apiece .while Caldwell Jones
Lakers dropped a 102-99 decihauled down 18 rebounds and
sion to the Philadelphia 76ers,
teamed with Dawkins to limit
snapping Los Angeles' sevenI.akers center Kareem Abdulgame winning streak.
Jabbar to 19 points, breaking a
"We missed Magic, no quesstring of 33 consecutive games
tion," said forward Jamaal
in which he had scored 22 oh
Wilkes, who led the Lakers
more.
with 28 points. -He helps us in
The 76ers went ahead to stay
every phase of the game. It's
40-39 on Bobby Jones'
great having him back with
fastbreak layup with 6:58 to go
the team f Johnson began
in the second quarter, led 61-52
working out last month), I just
at halftime and were coasting
wisti, he was back in the
at 81-64 with 3:25 left in the
lineup."
third period.
Philadelphia Coach Billy
"We could have been blown
Cunningham said Johnson's
out right there," said Lakers
absence didn't take anything
guard Norm Nixon, -but we
away from the 76ers' fourth
weren't. We made a game of
straight victory and 21st in a
lt.''
row at home.
Indeed they did'. They pulled
"Injuries are part of the
within seven early in the
game," said, Cunningham.
fourth quarter, then put on a
"They're AAthout Magic,
Feb. 1011-12
14-3 spurt — Wilkes getting six
we're without Doug Collins
of those points — to close to
( the guard who is out for the
100-99 with 1:26 to play before
season with afoot injury). You
Erving's clinching dunk. with
just have to make the most of
18 seconds left.
what you have."
Celtics 123, Clippers 107
The 76ers made the most of
Substitutes Rick Robey and
their depth as seven players
l.f511291 940PeiNG C151114
Kevin McHale combined for 26
Dee, 7.61 tottem
scored in double figures and
Phase 733-M25
second-quarter points to spark
Philadelphia's
reserves
Boston to a 15-point halftime
outscored the Los Angeles
lead, and the Celtics rolled on
substittites 30-11.
from there. Robey scored 14
Elsewhere, the Boston
points and McHale 12 as
Celtics trounced the San Diego
Laundered and pressed
Boston rallied from a 34-31
Clippers
123-1
0
7,
the
to perfection
deficit after one period to take
Milwaukee
Bucks
whipped
the
prices
goo°
an
week,
folded or on hat-lye's
a 64-49 lead at intermission.
Bucks 128, Bulls 109
Junior Bridgeman poured in
27 points, 19 in the first half.
and Quinn Buckner added a
season-high 26 to pace
Milwaukee over Chicago.
Bridgeman sank his first six
If you don't hear as well as you once
shots as the Bucks opened a
did, ii•iyour hearing aid whistles, or if you
31-21 lead. They led 65-59 at the
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
half and two free throws by
Lanier capped a run of eight
you should take advantage of our special
straight points for an 82-68
service.
spread.
'FREE HEARING TESTS
Spurs 102, Mavericks 98
'HEARING AID ANALYSIS
James Silas and George
Gervin scored 27 points apiece
°CLEANING AND TUBING
to help sluggish San Antonio
REPLACEMENT
salvage a victory over expan•BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
sion Dallas. The Mavericks
FOR ALL MAKES
took a 35-21 first-quarter lead
•DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES
and the Spurs had to battle
from behind twice to extend
their borne winning streak to
Sive vow doctor first_
15 games.
Than visit us for professions! service,
Knicks 116, Nets 102
Campy Russell scored 24
EST le76
points to lead New York over
•
New Jersey before a crowd of
8,925, largest ever at the
Rutgers Athletic Center. All
five starters scored at least 17
MEDICAL.SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
points, lifting the Knicks to
206 S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055
their fifth consecutive triumph, their longest winning
streak of the season.

"That's the way
you want
it."
1111

SuperSonics 133, Nuggets 112
Jack Sikma and Vinnie
Johnson scored four. points
apiece in the closing minutes
of the third quarter to quell a
Denver comeback from a 17-

point deficit. Denver's David
Thompson scored 20 of his
game-high 32 points in the second period. James Bailey
paced Seattle with 24 points
and 13 rebounds.

tic
DRAWING THE CLUTCH FOUL — MSU guard Lamont
Sleets throws up a backhanded shot before hitting the
two free throws that gave the Racers a 60-38 lead.

Army
GOOD,YEAR
SERVICE STORES

AT T E
SAVINGS
PECTACULAR

cer

1.1

N.••
INE
Protect Your Automatic Transmission

wimmi musmimitimomiiim

Men's or
Ladies

Transmission Tune-Up

$25

2 Pc.
Suits

Reg.

One HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs

th

$35
Additional parts. services
extra If needed

2/429

• Replace transmission fluid
• Install new pan gasket • Replace transmission filter, when
equipped • Adjust linkage and
bands,where applicable • Most
U.S. cars, some imports

I

Offer Ends February 28.
Nim

BUMPER TO BUMPER SERVICE FOR U.S. CARS,IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS

Shirts

HEARING Al ANALYSIS

700

STONE-L4NG Ca

Front Wheel
Alignment and
Balancing Service
Reg. 130
Parts and
additional
seisice CMn
If needed

• Set caster,camber,and toe
to proper alignment
• Inspect steering and
suspension systems
• Computer balance two
front wheels
Mom C S cars tire-Iodine }mat wheel drive
Mao imports Chet-rates extra

Offer Ends Feb. 28.

Lube,
Oil Change,
and Filter

I e
I ‘r

INCLUDING
Our9-point maintenance check:
• Trareanission fluid • Battery cables
An Filter
• Power steering
Belts and hoses
fluid
Fhflerential
level
fluid
- Brake
• Battery water lf,e1 • Tire pressure
.
Includes many imports and light me k,
Please call for atprantment

$65

Res S80
.Addinonal parts
and senses
extra if needed

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install
new front brake pads and grease
seals • Repack front wheel beanngs
• Resurface front rotors • Inspect
calipers and hydraulic system.
add fluld (Does not include rear
wheels I
OR
4-WHEEL DRUM: install new
brake lining all 4 wheels • New front
grease seals • Resurface drums
• Repack front wheel bearings
• Inspect hydraulic system

Offer Ends Feb. 28.
Offer Ends Feb. 28.
I
•
cnr=ii Goodyear
Ilse any of these other ways to buy Our Own Customer

Just Say'Charge It' IVOr: •
733-0595

Reg. $12
Inc ludes spin five
quarts maim brand
10W30 oil

Brake Service—
Your Choice

Revolving
Charge Pa r aunt

redit Plan MasterCard . Visa . American Expresa
Carte Blanche • Diners id,

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
Hrs. 7:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

S. 12th Murray, Ky.

•t.
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•
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University Center Dedicated Saturday

President Constantine Corns was
the dedication's master of ceremony.

Former governor Julian Carroll was
the featured speaker.

Current SGA president Terry Clark (left) and past SCA presidents
(from second left) Tim LaTigford, Steve Bourne and Mack Bushart participated in the University Center's ribbon-cutting ceremony.

One lounge contains several wood rocking chairs to provide comfort and some peaceful minutes tur students between
classes.

It

Guided tours of the center were given following the dedication
ceremony.

Several MSU musicians performed prior to and following the
dedication of the University Center.

PS.

.J

...Your Key To
Bigger Profits

What's the best Way to get
P.S.? Ifyou had the time
and money, you could send
out a personal letter to
each and every individual
in the area. or, more sensibly, you could advertise with us! Your ad
will be seen by our entire circulation... and
considering how many
people you can reach...
the cost is unbelieveably low!

,

, Ky.

The bookstore, now located in the center, was a center of attraction on the guided tours.

Call 753-1919
/
4.

•
\`
8

Mtierray Ledger 8r Times

TV inside of the University Center, which cost $8.2 million. It was opened in January and dedicated Saturday
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HEALTH

Fires Result In Seven Deaths

•

1

By The Associated Press
An arsonist using a flammable- liquid set a fire in a
Brooklyn. N.Y., apartment
. house, killing two mothers and
three of their children, and
i toldren playing with matches
may have sparked a fire that
killed two children in Pontiac,
Mich.. officials said
Use Brooklyn fire quickly
engulfed the four-story apartment house Sunday night and
trapped the too women and
three children on the top floor.
,itficial said.
When I heard the people
N. reanung the budding was
,dready on fire.- said a man
a is,safely fled the building.
Maria Melendez, 28. and her
a-sear-old son, Anthony, were
pronounced dead at the scene.
fire officials said. She was be,i!, visited in her apartment

Olga
her
and
fire

by the other victims.
Rodriguez. 29, and
daughters, Olga, 11,
Estella, 9. when the
erupted

The children were found
-helter-skelter" on the stairs
leading from the fourth floor
to the roof, Fire Department
spokesman John Mulligan
said Flames and smoke apparently stopped them fri.si
getting to the roof, he said
Chief Fire Marshal John
Regan declared the blaze the
work of an arsonist after investigators found that the
flammable liquid had been
poured all over the first floor
In Michigan. Pontiac Fire
Marshal Bobby Cone identified the children who died in
the Sunday fire as Tishandra
1.ester, 2, and her 3-year-old

Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a last way to get,
your bearings Call.me-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess
When you've J ust moved, you're pressed for time
And the gifts, community and bu;iness information I bring
will save your family time and money
Let me hear ro you neon,

velame,
.
. . . viiltfok

Inge king 492-8348

Mary Hamilton 753-5570

brother, Duayne. Their
mother, 20-year-old Marilyn
Lester, suffered smoke inhalation and was in critical condition at Pontiac Osteopathic
Hospital, Cone sari late Sunday
Another woman iii the house
and her daughter and son
were treated for smoke inhalation.
The fire marshat said the
fire, which began around 10
a.m. Saturday, probably was
caused by children playing
with matches.

Daniel Galloway
Elected Master
Of Mason Lodge
Daniel Galloway , a reside'it
of the Shiloh community
been elected Master of Temple Hill Lodge No. 276. Free
and Accepted Masons.
Also elected were: Rob Edd
Parrish, senior warden;
Stanley Scott, junior warden;
Ricky Harris,. senior deacon,
Anthony Wallace. junior
deacon; Cecil Taylor,
treasurer; Charlie Lassiter,
secretary': Tommy Brown,
senior steward. Jimmie Kelso.
junior steward; Odell Colson,
Chaplain; JohirGrogan, marshall; Larry Roberts. tiler.
The Lodge meets the first
Saturday night in each month.

THE

Newer treatment
for arthritis
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB .- My
wife has had rheumatoid
arthritis for 20 years She has
been on gold shots, prednisone
and Motnn She is now on penicillamine and has been taking
it for 16 weeks with no sign of
relief Her doctor claims it
will take time She goes in for
blood and urine tests which
are OK so far The gold shots
were doing the job for 13
years The doctor took her off
to start the penicillamine
Was that right' The prednisone had bad side effects 1
am also aware of the danger
of cortisone. How effective
and how many shots can a
person have'
DEAR READER - Penicillamine is one of the newer
treatments for rheumatoid
arthritis. It has actions similar to gold shots Like gold, it
can have important side
effects. The only way to tell
how a person is daing with
such medicines is with frequent blood, urine and other
tests that may become indicated
I can't second guess your
wife's doctor. Evidently he
hoped that he would get better
results from penicillamine
than he was getting with gold
shots. Gold shots don't work
for everyone. When a good
response is obtained, it is usually within the first 30 doses.
Apparently your wife was on
a maintenance dosage. If she
doesn't do better with the
penicillamine. her doctor may
want to use it again or try

ACES®IRA G CORN, JR

Homesteading: An Alternative
-Our opportunities to do 'Covering the spade 10 was
good are our talents." -- Cot- the correct play, but when
ton Mather
East's king appears. South
should duck. Now East cannot continue spades without
In today's intriguing no yielding a free finesse and
trump game. South had his South has time to develop
opportunity to take nine his clubs.
,
tricks. He failed the test, but
In today's layout, declarhe learned that it pays to er can also succeed if he
develop a solid plan before ducks the first spade comchoosing his play to the first pletely and wins the second
trick.
,
spade. As long as West holds
West found the off-beat, the club ace, the defense
but inspired, lead of the will not be able to bring in
spade 10, hoping to hit the spade suit.
partner's suit. Dummy's
However, covering West's
queen was covered by spade 10 with dummy's
East's king and declarer queen is the superior play
won the ace. The club suit since it gives declarer the
came next and West was
quick to take his ace to lead
2-9-A
NORTH
his last spade. Dummy's
seven was finessed, but it
•Q 9 7
made little difference, East
V K J 10 2
took four spade winners to
•A 10 6
beat the game.
.10 7 6

_ earn how modern Homesteaders a e
.,atnq the cost of housTho food and energy'
-SlId• presentation of low-cost owner-bullt hornes
-See Alcohol fuel being mad• In scale-model still
.- Learn about low-cost Solar utilization
-Get stacks of FREE 'how-to brochures I info
Learn what you can do Now!

Tuesday, February 10, 7: to 9:30 p.m.
Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.
Admission: $S. per person
Presented by

irecien
BRUCETON,TENNESSEE

Declarer was guilty of
impulsive play to trick one

BOONE'S
CLEANERS
cPAinitzvs's DAN

PAGE1

another medicine
To avoid confusing other
readers, I would like to point
out that there are three main
kinds of arthritis, the rheuma
tont type your wife has, gouty
arthritis and osteoarthrais
that occurs more commonly
in older people and is sometimes called degenerative
arthritis. Osteoporosis, dissolving bones, is not really
arthritis although many people call it arthritis
The nature of rheumatoid
arthritis. which is an inflarn
matory disease, and treatment is discussed in greater
detail in The Health Letter
number 4-11. Rheumatoid
Arthritis. which I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
of this newspaper. P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York. NY 10019.
It is sometimes difficult to
judge the effectiveness of
medicines used to treat rheumatoid arthritis because it
has exacerbations and remissions even without treatment.
DEAR DR. LAME Please comment on moles.
Are they usually cancerous' I
have this large mole under
my buttocks where it gets
irritated when I go to the
bathroom It puts me in mind
of a mushroom. The outer
edges can be lifted up. It's
starting to feel uncomfortable
when anything touches it. It is
about the size of a dime, dark
in color with dots on it.
DEAR READER - Moles
that show any change whatsoever are not to be trifled
with. See your doctor at once.
And a mole that is located in a
place where it is irritated
repeatedly for any reason
should be removed. This
includes those on the face
where a man shaves or where
a belt rubs. Early removal of
a mole with any changes
whatsoever may prevent the
spread of a malignant
melanoma. Other moles without changes are usually innocuous.
Now I am not convinced
that you have a mole. The
only way you will find out is
by having a doctor see it. You
may be describing a "venereal- wart. These are commonly
located around the pubic area.
They are caused by' a virus
and are treated in a different
manner.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Delta Dental

RON
CHRISTOPHER
Candidate For
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Commonwealth's Attorney Ron Christopher announced today that he will file for re-election to that office. In making that announcement Christopher said
"the administration of criminal justice is a crucial role in
today's society and I think, with my experience, that I
can best serve the needs of the people of Marshall and
Calloway Counties in that respect."
Christopher, who was appointed in Dec., 1974 to fill
the unexpired term of then - Commonwealth's Attorney
Boyce Clayton, was first elected to the position in 1975.
Christopher was the only Commonwealth's Attorney
from Western Kentucky who was asked by the Attorney General to serve on the Committee to design a
prosecutorial system for the state after the judicial
reform amendment was adopted in 1975.
Christopher,formerly a Federal Prosecutor, is now the
only Commonwealth's Attorney from Western Kentucky to serve on the Prosecutory Advisory Council, the
governing and budgetary body of the state's
Prosecutorial System. He was appointed to the Council
first by Governor Julian Carroll and most recently was
reappointed to the office by Governor John Y. Brown.
In 1979 Christopher served as President of the
Statewide Commonwealth's Attorneys Association, an
organization of state prosecutors.
"In 1980 in Calloway County out of 68 cases there
were 62 convictions, resulting in a 90% conviction rate,
Christopher said. In 1980 in Marshall County out of 29
cases there were 25 convictions, resulting in a 86% conviction rate," he added.
Christopher, who is currently serving as Chairman of
the Board of Regents at Murray State University is
married to the former Eleanor Potter and has 4
daughters.
Christopher a graduate of Murray High School is also
a 1964 graduate of the University of Kentucky where he
was graduated from UK College of Law in 1967.

A

Your professionals in health care financing

EAST
•K J 8 5 4
87
•8 7 5 2
•K Q 3
.
943
•A 5 2
SOUTH
•A 6 2
V A Q,5
•J 9 4
•K QJ 8
WEST
•10:1
V 954 3

Vulnerable Both
South. The bidding

Dealer

South
I NT

East

West

North

Pass

3 NT

All pass

Opening lead: Spade 10
time to establish nine
winners, regardless of
which defender holds the
ace of clubs.

r

SHIRTS
50c

DRAPERIES
Bid with Cora

25% OFF

LAUNDERED, FOLDED
ON HANGERS

South holds

NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
Good thru Feb. '28, 1981
Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

C.00d thru Feb. 28, 1981
Please Present Coupon When I
I
You Bring In Cleaning

I.

MEN'S OR LADIES
SLACKS
(2 Pr. or More)

LONG COATS
$120
NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
Good thru Feb 28, 1981
Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning
gi

.1

Samtone
(

lfelAntr, 1Myartmer

Boone's
Laundry I Cleaners

North
1ST

South

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

Keep
that Great I ook
looking gmat!
that's why Creators of Fashicmi
recommend Sanitoriel

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
753-2552

EACH

I.

•KQ3
•9 43

Send bridge questions to The Aces.
PO Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225.
with self•addressed, stamped envelope
for teals,
•

NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
Good thru Feb 28. 1981

f

•K.1854
•87

ANSWER: Three spades.
Nine high eard points and a
doubleton justify a force to
game.

1'

OFF

2-9-B

12th
N"th
603 Main
753-2552

Subscribers who hove not
received their home•delivered
copy of Bit Murtly Ledger 11 lion by
5,30 p rn Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p rn Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1914 between 5:30 1111
pa, Muds! Are* friday, en
330 pa sell oil Sihrieys.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by on weekdays or.
4 pa. Saturdays to guarantee
delive-y
The regular business office
hours of The Mussy Weer ithiesore I 41.6 le
p.. Monday
through Friday and lam to loco.
Saturdays.

New member
opportunity...
supplement your
Medicare with as
much as $250,000
lifetime coverage.
If you're 65 or over, or soon will be,
then you owe it to yourself to look into
the benefits of Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Medicare Supplement Programs.
As you probably know, with Medicare there are
expenses you-must pay yourself. And a long or
complicated illness may leave you with a financial burden. That's why wetoge you to consider
our Medicare Supplement Programs. They provide as much as $250,000 for catastrophic
coverage.

You May choose either the High Option Medicare
Supplement Program or our regular Medicare
Supplement Program to meet your specific
needs

These programs provide additional benefits, after an annual deductible is met, for physician's
charges, home health services. skilled nursing
facilises, plus more.

Complete ancimail to:

All applications are subject to health care questions and, if accepted, there is a 6-month waiting period for health conditions which exist at
the time of enrollment.

To gel details on these quality, prepaid healttl
care plans, mail the coupon today.

Special Accounts Division, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky,
•
9901 Linn Station Road. Louisville, KY 40223
Please send me information about the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Medicare Supplement Programs
NarTle

Prescription Drug Coverage
The High Option Medicare Supplement
Plan provides prescription drug benefits.
Drugs requiring prescriptions will be covered at the rate of 600/a after a'separate
deductible of $100 par calendar year.

ti(ireSS
city/State

Zip

• ''''Clelta Dental Plans Assaoaann

SICC

rnov

AU1k1
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Important news for ultra low tar smokers.

Merit
Launches
New Merit
Ultra Lights!
Now the MERITidea has been introduced atonly4mg tarNew MERIT Ultra Lights.A milder MERITfor those whoprefer
an ultra low tarcigarette.
New MERIT Ultra Lights.It going toseta whole new taste
standardfor ultra low tarsmoking
\s,

Only t
4 mg tar

MERIT
Ultra Lights

MERIT
Ultra Lights

Regular&
Menthol
FILTER
MLNTH)1,OW

T"

4 mg -tar: 0.4 tog nicotine ay per cigarette by FTC Method

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. •

12V Atiakil API r

Phrlir Morris Inc.

-- MERIT

Ultra Lights
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Bobsled Team Returns
With Killed Teammate
By PIERO A I.SECCHI
Associated Press Writer

CORTINA D'AMPEZZo.
Italy API - A stunned
American bobsled team was
returning from Italy today
with the body of a veteran
competitor killed in a world
championship meet.
Jim Morgan, a 32-year-old
car salesman from Saranac
Lake, N.Y.. was killed Sunday
when the No.1 U.S. sled overturned at the last banked
curve of the Olympic track in
the third heat of the four-man
bobsled championship
The sled, hurtling over the
course at 66 miles an hour,
bumped against the ics side

FOR RESULTS

MiiFic liairrin.s, all official of the U.S bobsled team,
said Morgan's neck "first hit
the upper part of the wall as
soon as the sled overturned,
and then his helmet bumped
repeatedly against the wall
and the leather lace slit his
throat,"
Doctors at the Codivilla
Hospital said that Morgan probably was already dead when
the sled stopped after skidding
60 yards through the finish line

on its right side
Braker Randy

Bielski of
Towson. Md., said he first
thought his teammate had
escaped the accident unhurt.

2. Notice

trUce
Apple free -School. quality
cluld care with educational
program. 1503 Stadium
7519356. 753-1566
•
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
t. +rec.' here is a reedy referect
',at w,I quickiy help you locate
out asstrcatron you ire iookrog
1 ,r hotue
2 hotrce
3. ,,,d 01 Thanks
Reny.
S. to,t anc lJund
6. Help Wanted
9. Situat,on Wanted
10. BUS OPPV,Un.,
1
11.1.S1rUMOUS

12.insurance
13. For Sale or tide
walls on the final stretch.
14, *Ant To Buy
•'When I saw Jim in a pool of
Doctors reported that
IS. Artsies la Sale
Morgan, who was in the front
blood, his face and neck badly
it Home lurnishirris
17. Vacuum Cleaners
position as the driver, suffered
hurt,! realized he was dying. I
Storing Machines
IL
will never forget that mo-fractures of the neck and Jaw
It Farm Equipment
and a severe throat cut.
!tient:Z.11e said.
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
24 TV Radio
27. Mobile Some Sales
21 Mob Home Rents
j9. Heating-Cooling
ACROSS
6 Torrid
30, Birsiness Rental
1 Simian
Mower to Saturday'? Puzzle
regions
il. Want Toitertt
4 State Abbr
7 Pronoun
1, 011
INSET
PIG
3.Apts For Rent_
6 Beginners
8 Color
0
S 1E- A
33. Rcoms tor Reinr
11 Hunting dog
9 Bone
Till
34. Houses for Rent
13 Shrs
10 Soap opera
35. farms For Rent
'5 Italian river
eg
A
l
M
F
PIL
A
p
E
S
A T UP
34, For Rent Or Lease s
Y PICY
16 Burdensome 12 Preposition
37-LAstochSupplies
A
18 Sun god
14 Brazilian
A. Pets Supplies
A
EL
NE
19 Greek letter
MA
dance
39. Poultry.Supplies
A
21 Ginger 17 Batters
40. Produce
22 Decorate
20 Misfortunes
S
41. Public Sale
24 Partner
23 MO's asst
I
42. Home Loans
24 Paid notice :
26 Among
ne
M l
AI N
aiTED
TI ES
43.
Real Estate
28 Catch
25 Elrhu's school
A k I
T
a ILl
44. Lots For Sale
29 Procrastinate 27 Stupid Per5,10
ETUDE
NAIII
45.
Farms For Sale
31 Highlander
son
44 Homes For Sale
33 Scene note
30 Length
47. Motorcycles
34 Thick $11Ce
57 Free of
measure
41 Breakers
48. Auto. Services
36 Wild plum
32 Instrument
43 Garland
58 Tin symbol
49. Used Cars
38 College deg 35 Trades
44 Old pronoun 60 High moun50. Used Trucks
40 Time periods 37 Redact
tain
46 Article
51.
Campers
42 The present 38 Measuring
48 Encounters 62 Hebrew letter
52. Boats ono Motors
45 Guido s high
device
64 Nickel sym51 Bridge
53, Services Offered
39 Straightens 53 Exact
note
bol
54. For Trade
47 Bongo
Feed And Seed
SS.
1
7
4
3
5
7
9
6
9
10
49 Boundary
54. Free Column
50 Containers
lit
12
ti
14
57.
Wanted
52 Waste allow•le
IS
17
ance
1.16
Charlie Brown Playschooi
54 Tantalum
1607 Olive 753 7359 Ages
I19 20
21
\
27
23
11
symbol
Po-up $5.50 daily 'Drop ins
55 Printers
26
23
SI CO bout!.
measure
he
31
33 '
56 Likes better
59 Court tig
39
61 Mend
63 Burrow
42
SUPPORT YOUR
65 Dispatches
POLITICAL SYSTEM
41
Compass
66
pt
Check the yes box on your
67 Demon
5N
4
Or
146
1040 Form, donating $1 to
DOWN
the Presidential Campaign
au
1 Snake
Fund. Checking yes does
2 Persons
ri
111.
not increase your fund or
3 Latin conreduce
sour refund.
os
junction
'ItT
1111
4 Writes
5 Combat area

WHAT'S THAT
VASE DOING IN
THE MIDDLE
OF THE
FLOOR ?

• CARTER STUDIO
304 Mem

753 MS

Bible Facts free Store tor the
need+ 7sQ 4600
FOR RENT

Lost
Black male chow. If
you have any information on this
dogs whereabouts
please call 7536014.

Available

Running Programs
For
Members Only
Contact

MURRAY
HEALTH SPA
friends and patrons
of 1 Robert Taylor due to
mess I am unable to continue
filing income tax returns I
have enjoyed working with all
of you end value your trrendship Sincerely. Russ Taylor.
KY
Notice to

:
1‘1 -"-j.94
3ccvfSe#3*31
"--c.5c1
FISH
t.)
MARKET
Special This Week

0

X

Boneless Catfish $1.00 lb
S Buffalo

50' lb.

607 Oh
753 9.3111
rnCCS

Reduced safe and fast with
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
water
Holland-Drug

ANTIQUES
Pie Safes, Oak Dr
3
dresser with mirror,
Oak Rockers, Oak Wash
Shed, Cluf hob.
Trunks,
Library Tables. Duncan Pi,yfe
Cherry Dining Table 6 Chairs
end china cabinet
Drawer

Geo. Hodge it
Son. Inc.
205 5 5111M1w.a.
753.0669

What we do best is care
Needline. 753-6333

WHAT DOES
NE KNOW?

HOW DOES IT
IMPROVE THE
ROOM.?

,

Gilson Power Bolt Log
*titer by day or job.
Operator available. Alt
hardwood
stovevrood
for sale 525.00 per
rick. CaN 753-6351

Now

(ON THE INSIDE I
WROTE 'TO MY
SWEET BABBOO"

14.18-anfrcilkiy

Found

One Goodyear tire to tit 1977
Monte Carlo GR 70 15 custom
tread steel belted radial Phone
753-4160

Going out for business sale
Fri Interiors 753 1474

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

SEE TME VALENTINE
I MADE FOR LINU5

5 LA! arid

IT COVERS UP
THE JAM I SPILLED
ON THE RUG.

REWARD

6. Help Wanted
Estimator Construction related
industry, engineering or construction technology degree
and background 3 years ex.
Perience. $20-30.000 salary
'ange. Action Personnel, 7536532
Mature, responsible lady needed to care for children ant:.
supervise household for a 2
week period. References required 753-7878
Need 7 intelligent, ambitious
college students, male or
female. to start immediately.
hours flexible. For more information call 924-5811.
Salesperson Do you like to
travel? Do you enjoy arts and
crafts? If your answer is yes we
have a lob for you. Call Action
Personnel, 753-6532:

7. Storage Bldgs.
Built
portable
Custom
buildings Call 753-0984

9. Situation Wanted
Will do babysitting in my home
Experienced
have
and
references 753-4157
Will mow yards and other work
767.224401 753-2220-

Will take care of invalid
women. days. Call 759-1973.
babysit potty trained
children in my home anytime
weekends Call 753-1624

10. Bus. Opportunity
$14.975 For your own
business
Investment fully
secured by value of inventory.
The retail arm of the nations
leading wholesaler is proud to
offer the following service:
Open within 3 weeks and own
100% of your own Retail apparel store. Fashion.' Jean or
Western store available Price
includes fixtures, inventory.
training and grand opening
Call anytime toll free 1-800241-6910 Ext 31
Own your own Jean Shop, go
direct - no middle man, no
salesman's fee. Offering all the
nationally knoVon brands such
as Jordache, Vanderbilt, Calvin
Klein. Sedgefield. Levi and over
70 other' brands 815.500.00
includes beginning inventory,
airfare for 1 to our national
warehouse, training, fixtures
and Grand Opening Promotions Call Mr Right at
Mademoiselle Fashions, 419626-9169.

11. Instructions
Apple Tree School. . quality
child care with educational
Program, 1503 Stadium View,
753-9356. 753-1566

13. For Sale or Trade
BEETLE, IF YOU'RE
GOING TO Ti-IE PX
GET ME A CANDY
BAR

I WON'T
WELP YOU
KILL
YOURSELF
WITH
SUGAR!

I WON'T BE
RESPONFSIRLE
FOR YOU
GETTING
ANY
FATTER

IT SEEMS I WAS
WORRYING ABOUT
THE WRONG PERSON'S
HEALTH
•

1979 Ranchero GT, 20,000
miles. A-1. Call 753-0790 after
Will trade pecan dining room
furniture and safe for old oak
dining fiuniture 436-2333.

14. Want To Buy
Junk cars 474-8838
#11

Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 4152346
after 5 pm
World War II relics German or
Japanese Also German luger
pistol Call 502 334 3646
Want to buy a tobacco scaffold
wagon Call 435-4355

WI But ALUMINUM CAMS
Open Monde. rim. Saturday

BIRP CYCLING
CENTER
Fitton, Towtocky
472-1537
Just *cross tie track from the
Tuners Pest Office

15. Arlis For Sale
19- Color t.v. $60, sun-heat
lamp $80. cost $160, complete aquarium, $25. sofa
$100: AM-FM 8-track stereo.
$50 435-4150
Floor tray lamp. 3-way switch,
$25: squirrel cage fan. $35,
playpen.-$10 Call 753-8361
New battery sale! 3 year warranty. $39.95 exchange. New
Concord Grocery. 436-5353.
Typewriters for sale. IBM
model 0-Executive, 13 and 17"
Royal Select model 5000, and
Remingtons Most machines
same as new. We have a total
of 18 machines, so hurry, Lile
Real Estate. Aurora. 474-2717

16. Home Furnishings
Appliance, used Sears washer.
good condition. 753-8886 or
753-7972.
For sale. 36" Vent-a-hood. $20.
double sink, $15: 19- black
and white t.v with stand, $20.
Call 753-9712 after 5 pm.
For saTe. Shag carpet tit one
bedroom apartment at Murray
Manor. mixed green, like new
Call 753-6015
Green upholstered chair, $35,
battery wall clock. $15. 7536931.
.
.
Queen size mattress and box
springs. 2 years old. $35. Call
753-8095.
Seven piece living room suite.
3 piece maple bedroom suite:
and kitchen table and chairs,
Call,after 5 pm. 759-4663.
Victorian living room suite.
Beautiful
upholstered
mahogany set, including large
love seat, 2 arm chairs. and 4
marble top tables, and 2
crystal lamps. Quality furniture
in excellent condition A complete Victorian living room
ensemble far below present.
prices. $1500 firm. 436-2206.
Westinghouse, front load
tumbletype washer and matching dryer. Excellent condition. $250 for both. Call 7535945 after 5 pm.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Deluxe 'Eureka vacuum cleaner.
$50. Phone 759-1997.
Electrolux Sales and Service.
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760.

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store,- 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914

22. Musical
New and uied pianos bought
and ',old A beautiful repo
piano now available for,,someone to assume monthly
payments. Clayton's. 753-7575
Wanted: Responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under warranty 753-7575

23. Exterminaiing

WANTED:
STANDING
TIMBER
AND LOSE

YOuR

AU BUGS CALL

Will buy tie timber. Also
top price for
White Oak veneering
paying

and other quality timber. Call 753-5592 atter? p.m.

Cu
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

2171iikellaneous

28. Mob. Home Rents

.
Fur as
c,,r
Cali Lhll s k.ectirc. /53-91U4
Firewood seasoned oali and
hickory 18-. 24- Chainsaws
repaired
sharpened
Tree
remcrral 489-2327. 489-2853
Firewoot 18--24- seasoned.
mixed Itarttwoods. $25 per
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536
Firewood, cut any length mostly oak and hichory. 822 50
delivered. 489-2492 or 7534157.
•
For sale Fingerling
(baby> catfish Call 753-6487

1260 Two bedroom, clean
quiet neighborhood $140 per
month $75 deposit No pets
753 5788 after 5 pm or
weekends
Two bedroom trailer very
clean approximately 2'.7 miles
on 641 South No pets 7538436 after 5 pm
10x40 Two bedroom all electric mobile home on private lot
in city $120 per month rent
$120 deposit 753-9829
Two bedroom trailer, furnished
all electric, deposit required
'no pets Call 753-4808
Two bedroom trailer. near Murray no pets Call 489-2611.
30. Business Rental

Firewood for sale $25 a rick
474-8005.
15' Gooseneck trailer with
metal floor. 3 axles. 12 plant.
bed
machine, uses
methylbromide Call 489-2740
753-4066
Ken Holland print, complet.,
series number 1 mostly tram
ed Call 753-0790
Remington
standard
typewriter. $50. Call 753-3456
or 753-5402.
Stenograph machine, for court
reporting depositions. etc In-- cludes tripod, paper and two
manuals. Used one semester.
excellent condition. $250. Call
767-4462 after 5 pm.
Used dental equipment Call
443-2467. Don Doran..
1970 VW Bug parts: artificial
stone: coal stove: antique
piano. Samsonite patio furniture. 436-2333.
Wood for sale 436-2758.
Wood for sale 436-5498.

25. Business Services
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 5 years
experience, 5 tax courses, 8-6
Monday-Friday. nights and
Saturdays by appointment Call
759-1425,

Mal
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
Large building for rent, 4 bays
in front. hoist. 2 back bays, extra large room Call 753-5970
or see at 808 Coldwater Road.

MAGNAVOX
Murray s No I color in

CLAYTON'S
it 19 Music

753-7575

Zenith 12- black and white
tv., good condition. $50. Call
767-4462 after 5 pm. •
27. Mobile Home Sales
1978 American Pride mobile
home, like new, partly furnish,
ed. Call 436-5412
1974 Double wide mobile
home. 2436 partially furnished or unfurnished. All electric
with baseboard electric heat
Very easily heated. $7500
Phone 1-354-6217
For sale Mobile home. 12.58
Scheville. 2 bedroom, partially
furnished. $4000 Call 7538417.
Small 2 bedroom, all electric,
completely furnished. Call 7530331.
28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent House trailer. 10x42,
natural gas, furnished, near
Univerrty. prefer single male.
753-3895
One bedroom trailer for rent. 2
miles east of Murray Call 7535193.
Two bedroom-trailer, completely furnished very nice. $150
per month Call 753.8964 after.
5

One bedroom apartment, next
to fairgrounds on 121 North_
No pets. 753-3139.
One bedroom apartment, $90
-per month. 2 bedroom. 8110
per month Water furnished.
Kenton MiNel, Lynn Grove,
753-7874 •
Two bedroom townhouse apartment.
Carpet.
range,
refrigetator disposal, washer
dryer hookup central heat and
air. Call 753-7559 or 7537550.
For rent: 2 bedToom apart
ments at Embassey Apartments. Call 753-3530 or 753
4331 after 5 pm

33. Rooms for Rent
Boys only carpeting and airconditioning, kitchen and laundry facilities furnished, one
block from University, $55 per
month 759-4538.

34. Houses For Rent
Available at once, redecorated
home near Murray No pets
References. deposit. $150 Call
753-7551
Large house, well insulated
near..Murray, city water, electric heat_ utility, room. garage,
, garden Couple, no pets.
References and deposit required $175 month 1535593
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath, fully
furnished house, including
washer and dryer $200 a
month plus deposit No pets
753-4110 after 530
Three bedroom house. 4 miles
south ieferences and deposit
required Phone 753-6753

LIVE COUNTRY
BAND
NIGHTLY

I ADMIT
NOTHING. WHO ARE

PHANTOM!GHOST
WHO WALKS.

YlOu ? sOmE Hoop.
-„„
HIDING IN
„ THE PARK....

35. Fain
For rent
bedroom
March 1st
753-5281

37.1W

REE MAR
your good
breeding
stallrons 7!

3135-Ws

AKC Germ
pies, reg
Eskimo pu
dogs 502-5
AKC registe
pies, one sil
champion
and *NUM

Pointer pup
928-4593

Friday

10:00 a

Jo
Route 3

10 Trolini
7 Pellet G.
Jackets; I.
end Huntii
mod Glove
Chita; Ten
Decoys, C
and Seppi
Holsters; I

Reds sad
Teckle Roe

Coolen;
Sr...,; k
Canines;
pees.

75 Par C
C-ovendlls;
Shirts; Swi
IN. Wear
Shorts, Mw
Meter end
Metal Star
topeorses;
Drink Bet
Foos.'
Canned fee
twiner, air
Apperninwr
plates, cup
end Pepper
Sin,'

24 h. Cobr
Honda Ace,
Beet win A
1-0 Unit;
won, Goo
Federal Flf
Resident of
as Driver's
TERNS: SW
Credit eine
sale person
Walker, Be

JA
1.M. inner!
teer
JAQr....

Fi
9

Starting February 9th
8 til 11:30
ALL DRINKS FREE

Phone 753-3914

MANAGER OF
COMPUTING SERVICES
YOU ADM I T )0U
KNOW LLONI.

Redecorate
room kat,
garage, util
ried cou
deposit 49.

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 753-4109.
Furnished apartments, 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th, 753-6609.
For rent One or 2 bedroom
duplex, furnished or unfurnished. 414 South 10th. 492-8225.
Four room apartment, furnished. 206 S 9th. Call 492-8727.
Large 2 bedroom apartment.
carpet, air-conditioned near
campus. No pets. References
please. 759-4535 after 5 pm.
New32 bedroom duplex in Nor78
thwood Subdivision. Call 753-

26. TV-Radio
Wanted Responsible person to
tale oP monthly payments on
25' color t v
warranted
Clayton's 753-7575

34. How

Seeking an individual willing to accept operational
responsibility for significant computer operations.
Most hove considerable experience in an IBM data
processing environment and be capable of monoging
the production data processing system, production
control, ond data entry components. Will train and
supervise employees, schedule jobs, and plan installation functions. Salary commensurate with
qualifications and experience. Send resume with
references and salary history to.
Personnel Services

Sparks Hell, M.S.U.

75

FREE DRAWING
Paris Landing Lounge located 10
miles south of New Concord next
to Paris Landing Motel, Inc.

Man-ay, KY 42071
Equal Opportunity tmplrnypr M F

olor „pgr

Mod*

servi
75

41111111WW11

•

MC

1

eitrlit

At/A

oak

vas-
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34. Houses For Rent

a
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IZILMMXIE"IMX:0
43. Real Estate

38. Pets-Supplies

46. Homes For Sale

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

rkiiceiliffered-

Redecorated 2 bedrooms living
room kitcien bath upstairs
garage utility downstairs Mar
rued couples
References
deposit 492-8594

Dog obedience classes AK(
Country Estate for sale or rent Bob's Home Improvement Ser
stosLu, all your repair needs
Need
Pard7
ies"e
& Th6.42ecl
German Shepherds and AKL
aren a kl
Reasonable ler ms-Tstock vice Remodeling painting ce- ing work on your trees' Topp roofiner carpentry plumbing
pruning
shaping
com
Austrailian cattle dugs Cd' ii
lieserasece
facilities Garden fruit trees ment work,
A
o
general home plete removal and more Call and electrical work look no
0
0
436-2858
436 2333
Real Estate
0
maintenance and inspections DOVER'S TREE SERVICE tor morel Call 753-9726 or 75.3
Sevithstele (sari So
43. Real Estate
Free estimates 153-4501
professional tree care 753 9623 We II do your lob large or
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick
S
Keatniclry
k.
email All work done to you
8536
Custom
made
cabinets
music
35. Farms Forl erFIF 18 Acres near lake at Chandler 0(k Murray.
house
formal
daring room
753-4451
satisfaction
S
Park
Hamlin
KY
centers
Long
book
hutcht
cases
:
large
Professional
den,
2
0
car garage. conpainting
For rent Farm 15 acres 3
blacktop road frontage on KY
Reasonable
436
2566
crete
paperhanging
driveway,
paneling
patio with
Com Wet basement' We make wet
bedroom house. references 1918
Owner financing
cedar fence House has many Carpentry cabinets, furniture merLial Of residential 20 years basements dry work complete
March 1st Call after 6 pm available
John C Neubauer
experience
extras
Free
Owner
will
estimates'
ly guarenteed Call or write.
consider repair Bring picture - we
753-5281
Never been used in
Realtor. 1111 Sycamore 753
759 1987
financing. See house at 1809 make
Morgan Construrrii,
All remodeling
and Just waiting for
37. Livestock-Sup
-Plies 0101 or 753-1531
Wiswell
Road
or
call
153-5287
Route 2, Box 409A [ s
reasonable prices. itoYs
you is this three
or 753-0839
RU MAR ARABIANS Book
KY 42001 or call day or ri4i.!
Carpenter Shop. 753-4124
bedroom brick in
AMINE RIME!, ion
ALUMINUM
your good mares for 1981
1442,7026
Two bedroom brick large kit- Concrete and block, brick work
MI *Mon mar 1004 we... On
Lynnwood Estates.
breeding season
SERVICE CO.
Three
chen. living room and dining Basements, driveways, storm
Will do plumbing. heating
Heatpump, carpet,
EARMS-NOMAS
stallions 753-6126
room-fireplace half basement. cellars. porches 20 years exAluminum and Vinyl
4_
carpentry and roofing 75;
range,
dishwasher,
BUSINESSES
single garage, wooded acre lot perience. 753-5476
Siding, Custom Trim
38. Pets-Supplies
2211
two baths. Nice, quiet "Last night I
LAKE AND RKREA DONAL
had this horrible dream. I went New Concord area For appointWork. References, Call
PROPERTY
area only minutes
AKC German Shepherd pup
Woodcraft Building
Do
all
types
of
plumbing
large
o Reagan's inauguration
me
nt call 436-5395
Will Ed Bailey 753Listings ',Wadi Offices
ball wearing a47
froni town. $50,900.00.
pies. registered American
Buoy
492-8120
or small lobs all work guar
ants
suit.
0619.
Coast
to
Coast.
Motorcycles
Boyers
Eskimo puppies Also guard
cabinets, vanities new r
nanteed. 5 years experience
frees
Everywhere.
dogs 502 554 2153
additions: lepau
Own Ii
•
1978 Yamaha if-250E goon /53-5360
43. Real Estate
condition low mileage Call Fence sales at Sears now Call Tree trimming and removal workmanship
43. Real Estate
AKC registered Toy Poodle pup- "Free** Catalog.
STROUT REAL E!
753-1419
pies, one silver, one black, with
Sears. 753-2310 for free Tony Wade 1900 232-8667 or Window cleaning, fast servici,
d_ 'T
PE 11
Amo I Norm Imhof
001)642-5090
RESIDENTIAL OR
champion bloodlines. 6 weeks
satisfaction guaranteed Free ..
estimate for your needs
1111(MN,Met Cd
ea.
48.
111.
Auto.
Services
Eisner Ir
and wormed. 753-2771.
COMMERCIAL
zfixiseu • 350 Automatic transmission for Guttering by Sears. Sears con- Will haul driveway white -mock estimate Call 753 fl 4(
753-0116
Older brick home with
tinous gutters installed per and Ag lime, also have any type 55. Feed And Seed
GM Call 436-2431
41,1•••
Pointer pups champion blood
Here's your real escape, From
full basement located
your specifications. Call Sears of brown or white pea gravel For sale Timothy Alfalfa
753-1222
q28.4593
hay
city congestion and taxes Easy
Two studded snow tires 753-2310
Also do bachhoe work Call
on 14 beautiful rolling
for free estimate
.nounted on wheels G-/014,
commuting just one mile from
Roger .Hudson, 753-4545 or Will deliver. 19011 364-5583 or .
acres, 3'/2 miles north
AWL
364-3062 nights Dresden. TN
complete $50 Call 753 3456 General home repair, '15 years 753-6763. city limits. This 3 bedroom col,
INCREASE YOUR
of Murray off 4-lane.
experience tri carpentry.
omat guarantees freedom from
or 753-5402
56.
Free Column
EARNING POWER
Would make excellent
masonary, plumbing, roofing
the early morning squeeze by
Big Mac's Sporting Goods
With this modern and
49.
Used
Cars
Free
puppies, Nicne farm dogs
development
property.
and siding. Free 'estimates. no
the three in the bathrooms
COURTNEY SMALL
attractive duplex just
or pets Call 753-6192
Priced in the 540's.
1975 Buick Lesabre $1450 lob too small. Call 474 2276.
Hwy. 641 South
May we suggest your dialing
listed for sale. Each
ENGINE REPAIR 8.
Call 753 7521 after 330 pm
Murray, Kentucky 42071
57. Wanted
753-1492 for your showing of
Heating, refrigeration, and
side has central heat
SAW SHOP ColdFriday and Saturday, February 26th and 21st, 1911. this home? CENTURY 21 Loret
1974
Caprice,
owner,
electrical
one
local
repair.
Bob's
Would Mu: to rent-Barney
and air, modern kitta Jobs Realtors.
water, 489-2853.
10:00 a.m. Also selling complete inventory of:
car, all options, low mileage Refrigeration Service, Hazel.
pounds. for 1980 crop Call
chen with all apKY.
$1995
Honda
1975
498-8370
,
125-XLS
or
753-7829
492-8996
& PROPENT1 MANAGEMENT
pliances, 2 bedrooms,
1 and B Market
OBP Food Systems
motorcycle, one owner, like Bobby Lockhart
living room with
IMO
Route 3 Murray, Kentucky
Hokkinsville, Kentucky
new, low rrules. See at 1709 Insulation blown
Need down payment? Let us
in by Sears.
fireplace, bath and
Calloway,
and
SPORTING EQUIPMENT
show you how you can pursave on these high heating and
utility area. Tastefully
chase this 3 bedroom brick
10 Trolling Moron; 25 Pistols; 68 Rifles and Shotguns; 10 BB Guns;
1976 Chevrolet, high mileage, cooling bills. Call Sears 753
decorated throughout.
225 L. P. Miller St.
7 Pellet Gams; 7 Air Pirtols; 1 BB Pistol; Children end Aduh Size Life
priced in the $30's. Call us for
extra clean, power steering, 2310 for tree estirriate.
Phone 753-1222, KopBOYD Al AJORS'm
Jackets; Plastic Rafts and Pools, Boat Seats, Boat Cushions, Pocket
Across From Community Center
your showing as there is no
brakes,
windows,
locks.
$2000.
perud
K
Realty,
&
K
Stump
Removal. Do you
for all
end Renting Knives; Segmentation; Sows and Arrows, Baseball Bats
i REAL ESTATE
sign in the yard. It's your move
Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore. need stumps removed from
the details.
Open Hours
arid Gloves; Al type bolls; Gun Cases; Gun Rocks; Golf Boys; Golf
I
753 8080
and you'll win. Dial 753-1492
1979
yard
your
or
Datsun
land cleared of
NEW LISTING
210. Call 753Clubs; Tennis Racket and Balls; Skies; Approximately 10 Doz. Deck
Mon.
&
Tues. 7:30-12:30
at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
stumps?
3530
pm
after
We
Decoys: Crow Decoys; Basketball Gaols and Bockboords; Eguipmem
5
can
• Priifes.sitinal:yen it es
Modern
remove
three
Realtors
With The Friendly Touch.'
end Simplon for making own Ansiognirtion, Sleds, Anchors; Rope,
stumps up to 24- below the
Closed Wednesday
bedroom brick home
1979
El
Camino.
305
engine.
Holsters; Mai Skates; Deck Cain; Boat Covers; Turkey Calls.
HAVE YOUR
in Sherwood Forest
all options, custom topper, ground leaving only sawdust
Thurs., Fri. 8. Sat. 8:30-12:30
FISHING SUPPLIES
CAKE AND
just west of Murray ciSuper constructed 2
carpeted Recently tuned up. and chips. Call for free
Rods and Reels; Poles, Lints, Minnow Buckets, Fishing Line, and
estimate.
Bob
Kemp
435-4343
EAT.
IT
ty limits. Central heat
story home with all the
air shocks, tlt wheel. approk
Toshio Boxes.
TOO!!!
and air, living room
imately 23 000 miles $6200 or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
luxuries including cenCAMPING EQUIPMENT
51
sound
Ainvestment
Coolers; Sleeping Bags, Tents; Cologne. Heaters. Lanterns and
with fireplace, abunfirm Call 753-0901
Licensed electrician and gas intral heat and air and
; Backpacks; Folding Stools; Battery Storage Boxes; Lights,
that will pay for
dant storage areas and
stallation
heating
installation
Fisher wood burning
1977 LTD II automatic -air
CoMeents; Water Bottles; Gas lugs, Fuel; Battery Chargers; Keel.
itself!! Modern brick
extra room which
stove. Located on KY
conditioned, cruise Call 753- and repairs_ Call 753-7203
mks.
duplex -4 rooms, bath,
could
be
used
as
4th
with
Lake
own
its
Mobile home anchors, under6329 after 6 pm
CLOTHING Numbers an approximate
modern kitchen with
bedroom, game room
canal and boat dock
75 Psi Converse Tennis Shoes; 125 Pair Boots; 50 Insulated
1975 Oldsmobile Regency, pinning vinyls, aluminum and
appliances, central
or study. Offered in
Coveralls; 100 Mans Sockets end Vests; 25 Worni-Up Suits; T.
fiberglass
with year round deep
roofs sealed, patio
loaded excellent condition
heat and central air
Skits; Sweat Shirts, Hooded and Insulated; Mea's and Women't
the mid $50's through
water. You must see
Call 437-4140, Hardin Grain awnings, aluminum carports,
UM Weer; Gloves; Socks; Underwear; Sock Caps and Hats; Gym
cond. each side. Good
Kopperud
single
Realty,
or
doubles
711
lick Glover
this one!
days, nights 1-345-2794
Shorts; Hunting leans and lockets.
location. $55,000.00.
Main Street.
753-1873
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
1977
Olds
Cutlass
with
red
ANOTHER
Beautiful spacious
Matel and Wood Shelving; Display Racks; 3 File Cabinets; 2 Desks;
black interior, power steering
TEMPTING
A picture is worth n
home at the waters
Memel Storege Cabinet; 2 Office Choirs; 1 Extortive (hoir; 2 Dic•
thousendill
Owner says sell, or rent. 2 and air, real sharp $2800 Call
wordy
BUY
taphmies; Latham Time Clock; 7 (skeleton; 2 Cash Registers; New
edge of Kentucky
bedroom
house at 903 Vine St. 759-4825.
_
•
On Hwy. 641 N., about
Drink Box; Check Protector,. Sanyo Answering Machine; A eronvaster
CARTER STUDIO
Lake. It is not only
Financing negotiable at 12%.
Owner will finance. low low interest rate. Call 435,
Foggy,.
5 miles from Murray,3
well built,' secluded, Possession with deed. Call C.O. 1975 Pontiac Astre. 4 cyldiner ..304
216.
Main
753 8298i111
GROCERY ITEMS
B.R. home, well
4-speed, great gas mileage
is
restful
but
and
Bondurant
Realty
at
Conned Food; Paper Sign:dies; Drinks; Cereal; Cake Mix; Gallon Con.
753-3460.
decorated .
$1250. 1974 Chevrolet pickup.
and
maintenance free and
toilers of some fruit end vegetal's.
carpeted, large coungood condition. $1295 489can be divided into two
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
2595
try kitchen, spacious
Approximately 300 Sunk. of heavy Restourant Chino noluding
living
separate
Master Bedroom, carplates. cups and 5011C•f; Silverware; Glosses; Pets and Pons; Soh
1979 Thunderbird. T-top. red.
quarters. Enjoy the
end Peppin Shakers; Hobart 20 gt. miser; 4 Storage Bins, S Rolling
port. Owner will sell
AM-FM 8-track stereo, electric
convenience of your
Sins.
on lease option or
753-1222
windows, cruise control, wire
own private boat dock.
VEHICLES
finance to qualified
wheels. 38.000 miles. $5395.
$59,500. Call today for
24 ft. Cobra (groping Troller; 1976 Ford You,; 1978 Ford Van; 1979
buyer.
753-9710
Hondo Accord, two-door; 22 ft. Freres Camping Troler; 17 Ft. Sigma
an appointment to see
BETTER HOMES
Boat with Mercury 150 hp Motor; 19 Ft. Glossmoster Bost with 160
Want to buy' 1969 Camaro in
this gorgeous home.
&GARDENS
1.0 Unit;
running condition 353-1480.
Could feature this
NOTE: Gons and Ammuniatioo will be sold under regulations of the
7•=•• Grow -436.2430
home.
Beautifully
h••74‘.
7S3 57/5
Used Trucks
50.
Federal Firearms Act. Beyers must be; (1) 21 yrs. of age. (2)
Imam EM•r- n34101
wooded and landResident of Kentucky. 131 Nave positive proof of identification sock
ONCE IN A LIFETIME OFFER,
EMU,Illhed -7E3 3043
Bronco, good condition
1974
as Driver's liens'.(4) Furnish a Copy of Dealers Firearms license.
with interest rates you won't
Um.Ak•••••4. Itede•••••
scaped lot and comforCall 435-4429.
7E1-else
TERMS: Boyer meet have Cosh, Cashier's Check or Bonk Letter of
believe'', Because the owner
table
home
just
Or,A. its•••••••Iiir
Credit enless a reg
d buyer at coer sections and known by our
1969 Chevrolet C-20 step van
will finance and needs to sell
waiting for your famisole personnel. Sold under this authority and sepanision of Leandro
Perfect condition new tires
right now It's lakefront and
ly. Don't let the opporWoher, Bankruptcy Tryst**.
engine. paint Complete Service
it's beautiful Some is partially
tunity pass to view this
SALE CONDUCTED BY
history $1295., 767-4455 atter.
Murray-Callow/ay
developed. Buy one of two
charmer. Adjacent to
6 pm_
tracts seperately or buy the
JAKE BROWN AND ASSOCIATES
County Realty
Murray High School,
whole 14 acres at much less
(502)7334146
1971 Chevrolet pickup for sale
this 3 bedroom home
Auction and Real Estate
Call today while it's still
304W 12th Si
or trade for_car. Call 753-8451
also has study, den
Think how happy your "special someone"
P.O.
B.C.
1678
Brown
ilokei
N.
Phones 442-9762
available,
Morr•y, Ky 42071
Wendy
at
Spann
Paducah, Kerstecky 42001
with hand hewn beamwill be when she (or he) reads the personal
Auctioneerend Bruise
1974 Ford Ranger XLT. good
rand 554.9429
Realty Associates, 753-7724
ed ceiling and stone
condition $1700 Call after 5
message from you on Valentine's Day
fireplace, formal dinpm, 753-7458.
Build a memory, compose your message.
ing room; and large
1978 Ford Ranchero CT
game room complete
and mail or phone _it to the Classified AdBrougham black and silver
with wood burning
vertising Department The cost is low.
Call 436-2950 after 530
stove and wet bar.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)
1919 ford F-100 Custom,extra
Your message will -appear in the spectat
Backyard
wooden
nice 753-8555
Valentine Love Lines feature in the Classideck surrounded by
1972 Jeep CJ 5. 6 cylinder. 3
[nature Hickory's and
fied section of this newspaper on Valentine's
speed lock out hubs with
Oaks. Offered very
Day, February 14
metal top Call 901-642-6353
reasonably in the upFree Termite Inspection
Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916
per $60's. Phone KopMust sell 1970 GMC pickup in
Flies, Roaches, Silver Fish 8. Shrubs
perud Realty, 753-1222,
good condition 753-9413 after
for all the information
5 pm
Murray, Ky.
100 S. 13th St.
ANOTHER
'1977 Scout 4x4, power steerNEW LISTING
ing. power brakes automatic.
753-3914
Rental income properair, tilt wheel. cruise. AM-FM
ty only 3 blocks from
with tape Phone 753-1323,
the University. Proafter 5753-5763
Murray-Calloway
perty consists of one
1975 Toyota. 5-speed pickup.
County Hospital
large building with
runs good. looks good $2350
five rental units and a
489-2595
PRINT YOUR COPY HERE FOR VAk.ENTINE LOVE LINES
smaller building with
COST IS SHOWN ON LAST LINE USED
two rental units. All
seven units have
**
Clothing, Saddles,
separate gas and elecCalloway County
tric meters. Current
51.75
Harness, Purses
_
rental income is
Rescue
Squad
Billfolds
&
$2.17
$540.00 per month.
Phone 753-1222, Kop$2.50
perud Realty, and let
$2.90
us increase youj. earning power through
Radio Cab
$3.05
sound Real Estate inCompany
vestment.
Mail so that it reache us no later then Feb. 11. Your
message will appear on Feb 14, Valentine's Day. Moil
41TairfsTer-Ute
and check or money order to:
coupon
KITCHEN
CUSTOM
sale
acres
Approximately
for
14
CABINETS & CUSTOM
The Ledger 8 Times
on Highway 893. south of Lynn
'f
WOODWOIKING
Classified Advertising Department
Grove Phone 753-5921.
FALL SPECIAL
ci m
Midnight
P. 0. Box. 32
10** OFF
Heating and Air
46. Homes For Sale •
•CUSTONA BURT F1111111111111
Dovs A Week
All
Paint
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Conditioning Soles
•CUSTOM OYU AMMAN
By owner Furnished house for
Business Phone
And Labor
Soles ond Servic
Your Warne
CABINETS
sale. 2 blocks from University,
mil* This Ad)
Modern Sheet Metal
753-5351
in A-I condition Furnishings 53. Services
Adellrus
-OflarerT
753-5940
bon Seared • Owlegty Wnui
A Service Departments
one year old, all like new By
Store
Zip
Coy
753-5352
or
Vert Illmeeneblo Pries
1212 MAIN
appointment only. call 759- Alcoa Aluminum or vinyl siding
.110710
and trim Aluminum trim for
Residence
4702.
•
brick harses -lack Glover 753
's r
House for sale Call 489-2845. r 1873

BANKRUPTCY AUCTION

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

ziweicca
I:3

Valentine
ii(25
on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper

Dial-A-Service
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

Fire
911

Poison

Control

Valentine
Love Lines

Leather Repair

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

753-7588

Robinson & Day
Painting
Contractors
Quality Service
753-52v/
Company

elit)

Custom Work

753-5131

753-9736 753-6952

Orluers

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

753-9290.

4
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2tr-tc

*
IfrOtt..77."
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Easy Order Blank For

Police
911

11111• Ir

11T
I•
•

JEEPS, CARS,
TRUCKS available
through government agencies,
many sell for under $200.00. Call
602-941-8014
Ext. No. 5067 for
your directory on
how to purchase.

t*
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Administration, Reserve Board Says

. Deaths & Funerals
Memorial Service
Scheduled Tuesday
For Mr. Johnson
A iiieniui .al service for
Robert F. Johnson will be held
'ruesday Feb. 10, at 7 p.m. in
the University Theatre, Murray State University.
Delivering the eulogy will be
.lerry Mayes.
Mr. Johnson was respected
by many persons on the campus at Murray State for his
v.ork and dedication to the
University Theatre for the
past 23 years. But more than
that, he was loved by his
fellow workers and especially
his students with whom he
shared, a great deal of his
knowledge and warmth, a
spokesman said.
The deceased touched the
lives of many students and
faculty in the theatre department. Since many of the
students were not on campus
at the time of his death on Dec.
21, 1980, it is for them that this
memorial service is being
hell.
-"All persons are invited to
come and to join in paying
their respect to a remarkable
man — a man whose memory
will stay forever fresh in the
minds of all associated with
the University Theatre," Mike
Wahlig said.

Services Are Held
For Mrs. Sherwood
Graveside rites for Mrs.
Shally Novea Sherwood were
conducted by the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
at the Murray City Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Asher
Farris, Terry Boggess,Jack
Uddbe
.rg, Sam Kelley, and
Charles Bondurant. The J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home was
In charge of the arrangements.
Mrs. Sherwood of Southside
Manor Apartments died
Saturday at 2:30 a.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. She was a member
of the Congregational Church
in California.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Shirley
Nurham Elkins. Murray; two
grandchildren, Phyllis Elkins
and Mrs. Terry Boggess; four
sisters — Mrs. Charles Mercer
and Mrs. Thage Uddberg,
Murray, Mrs. Roe, Thomas.
Benton, and Mrs. Harold
McWaters, Michigan.

Dexter House
Destroyed In
Sunday Fire
A Dexter community house
was destroyed by fire and one
of its owners was treated for
burns Sunday miming,accor(ling to • a Calloway County
Fire-Rescue
Squad
spokesman.
The house, located on Kentucky 1346 off Kentucky 1824,
was owned by Russell and
Bruce Elkins, the spokesman
said.
Both discovered the fire
and, in an attempt to leave the
structure. Bruce Elkins suffered first- and second-degree
burns, the spokesman said. He
was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County
-Hospital. •
Eleven men with two trucks
responded to the call and kept,
the blaze from spreading tc
nearby dwellings, the
spokesman said.
Cause of the fire is unknown,
the spokesman said.

Len (Bub) Jones
Dies; Funeral Is
Being Held Today
FUneral services fur Len
Bub) Jones of Benton Route
are being held today at 1 p.m.
at the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Burial
will follow in the Haymes
Cemetery.
Mr. Jones,55, died Friday at
2:50 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Novalee Jones. his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. /fed
Jones. Benton Route 5; three
daughters — Mrs. Lavene
Hopkins, Hardin, Mrs. Lenette
Bell, Benton Route 1, and Mrs.
I,ouella Bussey, Chattanooga,
Tenn.; one son, Larry Jones.
Benton Route 1.
Also surviving are three
sisters — Mrs. Maudine Henry
and Mrs. Betty Lou Hill, Benton Route 5, and Mrs. Martha
Sue Culp, Benton Route 7; one
brother, Quention Jones, U. S.
Air Force; seven grandchildren.

Bernard Whitnell
Dies Saturday At
The Age Of 87
Bernard Whitnell was dead
on arrival at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital at
3:45 a.m. Saturday. He had
been stricken ill at Fern Terrace Lodge where he resided.
Mr. Whitnell, 87, was a
retired insurance agent and
also a retired railroad postal
clerk. He had been a member
of the First United Methodist
Church since 1904.
Born April 7, 1893, in Murray, he was the son of the late
W. L. Whitnell and Ruth T.
Swann Whitnell. He was
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Lena Pool Whitnell, in
August 1976. Also preceding
him in death were two sisters,
Mrs. J. D. Sexton and Mrs.
Ruth Grogan, and three
brothers — Bill, Marvin, and
Joe Whitnell.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Connie Montfort, Boulder, Colo, and Mrs.
Nancy Milligan, Denver,
Colo; two sons, James
Whitnell, New Orleans, La.,
and Fred Whitnell, Murray;
three sisters — Mrs. H. C.
Pogue, Boulder, Colo., and
Mrs. Christine Rhodes and
Miss Mayme Whitnell, Murray; eight grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
Mr. Whitnell had bequeathed his body to the University
of Louisville School of
Medicine.
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., conducted
memorial services on Sunday
at 10:45 a.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
Memorial services will also be
held at Denver, Colo.

James C. Atkins
Dies At Hospital

Vester Todd Dies
At Aurora; Native
Of Calloway County
V ester 'Todd, B. 'rodd,
formerly of Calloway County,
died Sunday, Feb. 1, at 5:20
p.m at the Mercy Center
Hospital, Aurora, Ill., after a
short illness. He was 59 years
of age and a resident of
Aurora, Ill
The deceased was employed
at Aurora's Main Pumping
Station for 10 years as a plant
manager. Prior to tps, he was
caretaker at Solfisburg Park.
He was a member of the Tiger
Club and Third Ward Club,
was an Army veteran of World
War 11, a graduate of Lynn
Grove High School, and attended Draughon's Business
College.
Born Oct. 22, 1921, he was
the son of Maud Enoch Todd,
who survives, and the late Arthur Todd. One brother, Euroll
Todd, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lena A. Popp Todd,
Aurora, Ill.; four daughters —
Mrs. Paul i Mary Ann) Hogan,
and Miss Julie Ann Todd,
Aurora, Ill., Mrs. Richard
i Dorothy Ann I Morian, Clifton, Ill., and Mrs. Lawrence
i Sarah
Lee) . Costin,
Midlothian, Ill.
Also surviving are his
mother, Mrs. Maud Todd,
Lynn Grove; two sisters, Mrs.
Odell Suggs of Lynn Grove
and Mrs. Faye Davis of South
Bend, Ind.; two brothers,
Chester and Ben Todd, 1.yrui
Grove; three grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 1:30
p.m. at the Daleiden High
Streeet Mortuary, Aurora,Ill.,
with the Rev. Sylvester J. Eye
officiating. Burial was in the
Lincoln Memorial Park at
Aurora, Ill.

Funeral Is Today
For Connie West
Funeral services for Connie
West of Lynnville are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
Lynnville Church of Christ,
where he was a member, with
William Hardison officiating.
The song service is by singers
from the church.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ancel Mathis, Enoch Wilson,
Neval Reed, Jerry Morris,
Noah Canter. and Gilbert
Smith. Burial will follow in the
Lynnville Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. West, 91, died Friday at
4 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was a
retired employee of the
Atomic Plant at Paducah.
Born March 30, 1 9, in
Graves County, he was the son
of the late Jesse West and
Jane McClain West.Ills wife,
Mrs. Necie Johnson West, died
Nov. 8,1964.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Irene Hendrickson, Mayfield; two sons,
Clarence West, Sterling
Heights, Mich., and Roy West,
Mayfield Route 1; one
brother. Jesse West, Farmington Route 1; six grandchildren; 18 great grandchildren; one great great
grandchild.

James Carlton Atkins of
Puryear. Tenn., died Friday
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was 89 years of
age and a retired farmer.
Survivors include three
sisters — Mrs. Irma Bucy and
Mrs. Frances Bray, Puryear,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mavis Driver.
Paducah. .
The funeral was held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Final rites for Oscar ChamParis, Tenn.. with burial in the pion were held Saturday at 1
Puryear City Cemetery.
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Henry Hargis officiating.
Pallbearers were Joe
Blackford, Keith Boyle, Matt
All-Risk Federal
Gibbons, Carlton Moody,
Crop Insurance is
Terry Bogard. and Boyd
now available from
Champion. Burial was in the
Hillcrest Cemetery in Dover,
King-Landolt Insurance.
Tenn.
Before you spend o fortune planning your crops this year,
Mr. Champion, 92, died Frithink about protecting yourself with All-Risk Federal Crop Inday at 12:55 a.m. at Lourdes
surance.
Hospital, Paducah. He was a
We hove been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal Crdp Inresident of Southside Manor
Apartments, Murray.
surance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very Iteiesenublel InHe is survived by one
sured are covered under an all risk basis of hail, wind, drought
daughter, Mrs. Toy Farmer.
and oil natural disasters.
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children, and three great
tailored to your forming operation. Just call David King, Gene
L)randchildren.
londolt, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-B355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good years and bad, it
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Mrs. McAllister Is
Dead At Age Of 75;
Rites Are Today
Mrs Torby ) Pearl W
McAllister, Sr., of Cadiz Route
1, died Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
at the St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. She was 75
years of age and her death
followed an extended illness.
Born Oct. 4, 1905, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter
of the late John W.Fowler and
Rena Redd Fowler. She was a
member of the Bethel United
Methodist Church in Trigg
County.
She is survived by her husband, Torby McAllister, Sr.;
four daughters — Mrs. Bill
I Mary ) Bogard, Murray, Mrs.
Betty Shelata, Wyandotte,
Mich., and Mrs. Ken Morris
and Mrs. Madie Calhoun,
Hopkinsville; two sons, Torby
McAllister, Jr., Texas, and
Alex Mcallister, Cadiz.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Madie Bell
Thomas, Trigg County; five
brothers — Jack Fowler,
Calloway County, Roy Fowler.
Union County, and Haydon,
Maxie, and Joe Fowler, Trigg
County; 10 grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz, with the Rev. George
Neel officiating. Burial will
follow in the East End
Cemetery there.

Pete' Lamb Dies
At Hospital With
Funeral Tuesday
George R. Pete I Lamb of
603 North 18th Street, Murray,
died Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Veterans
Administration
Hospital, Nashville, Term. He
was 55 years of age.
Mr. Lamb was a member of
the New Providence Church of
Christ,a veteran of World War
II, and had been employed as
a tool and die maker at the
Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
Born Aug. 3. 1925, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of Robert Tilmon Lamb,
who survives, and Mrs. 011ie
Sinunons Lamb. who _ died
Jan. 29, 1976.
He is survived by his father.
Mr. Lamb, 635 Riley Court,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Jean
Danny
i Norma
Workman, Murray Route 7,
and Mrs. Mike 1Barbara Sue )
Cauley, Murray Route 2; one
sister, Mrs. Hazel Buchanan,
Addison, III.; two brothers,
James O. Lamb,1502 Glendale
Road, Murray, and Odell
Lamb, Hazel Route 2; four
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
and Danny Lamb officiating.
The song service will be by
singers from the New Pro
vidence Church of Christ with
Bobby C. Stubblefield as
leader.
Burial will follow in the New
Providence Cemetery.
FriendLs may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. to
day Monday l.

Dane McClure Dies
At The Age Of 88;
Services Tuesday
Dane McClure of Murray
Route 8 died Sunday at 4:35
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 8f
years of age.
Mr. McClure. a retired
farmer, was a member of the
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church. Born April
5, 1892, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Eli McClure and Nancy Jane Allbrit•
ten McClure.
He is survived by his wife
Mrs. Myrtie Lax McClure, to
whom he was married on Dec.
27, 1914; two sons, Gilmer K.
McClure, Memphis. Tenn.,
and
Grayson
McClure,
Panorama Shores, Murray;
one brother, Fred McClure,
Murray; two grandchildren,
Mrs. Jerry (Sandra) Henry,
Murray, and Don McClure,
Murray Route 6; five great
grandchildren — Andy, Leigh,
and Chris Henry and Jeff and
Jason McClure.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 1 p.m at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home,with burial to
follow in the New Providence
Cemetery. 6Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m. today Monday.

Inflation To Get Worse

Mrs. Nell Rhea Of
Stella Dies Today;
Funeral Wednesiay

By GLENN Rill
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP
Gasoline prices are rising
Mortgage rates are at an allMrs. Nell Rhea of Murray time high. Air fares
and home
Route 1, Stella Community, heating oil
costs are going up.
died Monday at- 8:05 a.m. at
The Reagan administration
the Murray-Calloway County and the Federal Reserve
Hospital. She was 79 years of Board say
inflation, which
age.
was 12.4 percent in 1980, will
She was preceded in death get worse
before it gets better.
by her husband, George T. But they
insist price increases
Rhea, on April 2, 1978. They will level
off as their policies
operated a grocery store at take hold.
Stella for 20 years. She was a
How long that will take — or
member of the Goshen United whether
it will happen at all —
Methodist Church. Born April is subject to debate.
13, 1901, in Hickman County.
It might be two years or
she was the daughter of the longer, says Robert Gough,
late Frank Wrather and Min- vice president of
Data
nie Johnson Wrather.
Resources Inc., the nation's
Mrs. Rhea was also preced- largest private economic
ed in death by two brothers, forecasting firm. And many
Powell Wrather in 1967 and J. economists say even that
R. Wrather in 1964.
outlook depends on deep cuts
Survivors include one in the federal budget and no
daughter, Mrs. Hasten further oil price shocks or
i-Ynema I Wright, Murray unexpected summer
droughts.
Route 1; one brother, Prentice
President Reagan's budget
Wrather, Amarillo, Texas), director, David
Stockman,
one grandson, Rheamond told congressmen last week inWright and his wife, Anna, flation could be cut to 6 perand one great granchild, Rhea cent or 7 percent by the end of
Ann Wright, Murray Route 1. 1982 under the administraThe funeral will be held tion's economic program.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
For the immediate future,
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman however, the Consumer Price
Funeral Horne with the Rev. Index is expected to increase.
Julian Warren officiating. The
Stockman
predicted
Goshen Church Choir will pro Reagan's decision to lift revide the music.
maining government controls
Burial will follow in the on domestic crude oil would
Goshen Cemetery.
increase gasoline prices at the
Friends may call at the pump 8 cents to 13 cents a
funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. gallon this year. But less than
on Tuesday.
two weeks after the move,
The family requests that ex- many refiners already have
pressions of sympathy take pushed prices up as much as 6
the form of contributions to cents a gallon.
the Goshen United Methodist
Sen. James A. McClure, RChurch.
Idaho, chairman of the Senate

Molten Rock Rebuilds
Mount St. Helens Peak
accompanied by just a few
rock avalanches, said Steve
Bryant of the University of
Washington geophysics center
,
in Seattle.
Numerous low-level earthquakes were recorded around
the mountain last week when
the dome, which first formed
the week after Christmas,
began growing again.
The frequent seismic bursts
dropped off once lava started
rising out of the crater in what
scientists have described as
"rebuilding" of the summit.
The top 1,300 feet of the
mountain was blown away
May 18 in an eruption that left
62 people dead or missing. The
blast left a huge crater atop
the 8,400-foot southwest
Washington mountain.
Scientists said another explosive eruption would be
unlikely in the near future.

VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP)
— Molten rock piling up in the
crater of Mount St. Helens is
slowly rebuilding the peak
blasted away in the volcano's
first big eruption, scientists
say.
The lava has hardened into
a dome 450 feet high — about
as tall as a 45-story building,
Forest Service spokesman
Thom Corcoran said Sunday
as earthquake
activity
beneath the volcano all but
ceased.
The lava dome's growth was

Invalid Woman
Serious After
Lying Helpless
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
An elderly invalid woman was
reported in serious condition
Saturday after lying helpless
beneath her dead husband's
body for five days.
Two deputies found Eunice
Sarah Gist on Friday afternoon after entering the locked
home of Mrs. Gist and her husband Edward at the request of
Gist's brother-in-law, W.H.
Bell.
Deputy Jerry Morris and
Capt. Ron Durbin found Mrs.
Gist, in her mid-70s, lying on
the floor between two twin
beds. Across her legs was her
69-year-old husband, who ,apparently died in an attempt to
lift her back into her bed after
she had fallen, said Sheriff
Harold Taylor.
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Three Black Women
Arrested As Klan
Hands Out Into
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP) — Three black women
were arrested for creating a
disturbance while nearly 50
robed Ku Klux Klan members
handed out literature at Fountain Square Park in downtown
Bowling Green.
The three women, two
adults and one juvenile, were
shouting at the Klansmen
from their car around 3:15
p.m. CST Saturday, police
said.
Linda Ferguson, 36, was
charged with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest,
police said. Feleesha Page, 19,
and the juvenile were charged
with disorderly condycl All
were released on bond.
The Klansmen ware on the
square between 1:301p.m. and
4 p.m. handing out literature.
No parade or rally was planned, according to Hal Dennis, of
Franklin, Great Titan of Kentucky.

Corrections & Amplifications
Randy Wilson and Marty Wilson, who were indicted in
the February term of Calloway County Circuit Court, are
not the sons of Bruce and Ann Paschall Wilson of Route 2,
Hazel.

The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
tact or clarity ans. misleading information appearing in news articles
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 753-1918.
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If you have a credit card or two, congratulations . . . maybe.
Some folks have found the cost of credit cards these days
outweighs their convenience. Crunch!
NOW YOU CAN FIGHT BACK!
You can borrow enough to pay off all your credit card bills(and
other obligations). "Consolidation loan" is the fancy name for
it, but its simply your way of fighting back. Your way of getting
control over your money again. Before it's too late.
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If your credit cards
turn on you,turn to us.

Stock Market

C

higher interest rates for a prolonged period.
Higher rates translate into
higher prices for houses, autos
and other big-ticket items that
must be financed

—

Pnces stocks ri local interest at II
a m local time today. fufnished by First
of Michigan Corp of Murray
I ndustnal Average

Energy
and
Natural
Resources Committee, said
Sunday on NBC's -Meet the
Press" that under normal circumstances there is no reason
for gasoline prices to go any
more than another 5 cents
higher by June.
Many economists predict
home heating oil could reach
$1.40 a gallon by winter's end.
compared with 95 cents, a
gallon late last fall, due largely to price decontrol.
The Civil Aeronautics Board
last week said it will permit
airlines to raise domestic
fares another 3.8 percent
because of skyrocketing jet
fuel costs.
Overall, Data Resources
says, oil price decontrol pro
bably will add 0.5 percent to
the Consumer Price Index this
year. Reagan's proposed tax
cut and the Federal Reserve's
tight money policies could add
another 0.6 percent through
1983, Data
Resources
estimates.
Such increases would carry
over to wages of Americans
who have cost-of-living contracts, further feeding the inflationary spiral, economists
say.
Federal Reserve Chairman
Paul Volcker told Congress
last week the central bank
would lower its money growth
targets in 1981 and
acknowledged this could mean
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